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This dissertation consists of eight chapters.
Chapter 1 Spoken language understanding systems are error-prone for several reasons,
including individual speech variability. This is manifested in many ways, among which are
differences in pronunciation, lexical inventory, grammar and disfluencies. There is, however,
a lot of evidence pointing to stable language usage within subgroups of a language population.
we call these subgroups linguistic subcultures.
Chapter 2 The two broad problems are defined and a survey of the work in this space
is performed. The two broad problems are: linguistic subculture detection, commonly
performed via Language Identification, Accent Identification or Dialect Identification ap-
proaches; and speech and language processing tasks taken which may see increases in per-
formance by modeling for each linguistic subculture.
Chapter 3 The data used in the experiments are drawn from four corpora: Accents of the
British Isles (ABI), Intonational Variation in English (IViE), the NIST Language Recognition
Evaluation Plan (LRE15) and Switchboard. The speakers in the corpora come from different
parts of the United Kingdom and the United States and were provided different stimuli. From
the speech samples, two features sets are used in the experiments.
v
Chapter 4 A number of experiments to determine linguistic subcultures are conducted.
The set of experiments cover a number of approaches including the use traditional machine
learning approaches shown to be effective for similar tasks in the past, each with multiple
feature sets. State-of-the-art deep learning approaches are also applied to this problem.
Chapter 5 Two large automatic speech recognition (ASR) experiments are performed
against all three corpora: one, “monolithic” experiment for all the speakers in each corpus
and another for the speakers in groups according to their identified linguistic subcultures.
Chapter 6 For the discourse markers labeled in the Switchboard corpus, there are some
interesting trends when examined through the lens of the speakers in their linguistic subcul-
tures.
Chapter 7 Two large dialogue acts experiments are performed against the labeled portion
of the Switchboard corpus: one, “monocultural” (or “monolithic”) experiment for all the
speakers in each corpus and another for the speakers in groups according to their identified
linguistic subcultures.
Chapter 8 We conclude by discussing applications of this work, the changing landscape
of natural language processing and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consumer-level spoken language understanding (SLU) systems such as Apple’s Siri, described
in Leahu et al. (2013), Google’s OK Google, described in Hodson (2014) and Microsoft’s
Cortana, described in Simonite (2014) have become popular to the point of being ubiquitous.
These systems can recognise the human voice, parse those into individual words and phrases,
retrieve information using web search and act on commands. However, these systems are
far from perfect at speech tasks. Huang et al. (2014), for example, points to 40 years’ worth
of innovation and research showing performance increases via declines in Word Error Rate
(one measure of SLU system performance); however, the performance of systems still falls
far short of human performance on speech recognition.
SLU processing is difficult not only because of the ambiguity inherent to language in
general but also because of individual speaker idiosyncrasies: the speech signal is highly vari-
able, subject to coarticulation and pronunciation differences between speakers, as explained
in Shriberg and Stolcke (2004) and subject to repeats, restarts and other speaker-generated
disfluencies as shown by Bortfeld et al. (2001). Both of these effects affect the recognition of
individual words and generate errors in automatic speech recognition and SLU/SLP systems.
SLU systems are notoriously sensitive to regional accents or dialects as shown by Van Com-
1
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pernolle (2001). Quoting Chen et al. (2010), a regional accent or dialect are the “language
characteristics of a particular population where the categorization is primarily regional.” Ex-
amples include the difference between English spoken in the USA, the UK or India. While
there does not appear to be consensus about the total number of dialects in the world, we
may get a sense of the numbers from estimates of a few languages. A 2009 report by the
United Nations – Nations (2009) – counts 45 dialects of Russian in the Northern Cauca-
sus and Siberia. In a country of fewer than ten million, Sweden has six dialects, according
to Pettersson (1996). And in the USA, the count of dialects ranges from three, described
in Labov (1991), to dozens, especially if cultural and bilingual dialects are included, as is
suggested by Wikimedia (2013).
Although speech is highly variable and subject to individual differences, the evidence
above points to a number of linguistic subcultures : class-based similarities affecting acoustic
realisation, language production, lexical choices, grammar and word meaning. We use the
definition of linguistic subculture which is closely tied to the sociological concept of subcul-
ture used by Hebdige (1995): a group differentiated from a larger culture while maintaining
some of its principles. Formally, we define a linguistic subculture as group of people who
use a language but can be differentiated from other speakers by the manner in which the
group uses this language. This differentiation may manifest itself as shifts or inventions in
grammar, prosodic, pronunciation or lexical usage when compared to the umbrella language.
An important aspect of the definition of linguistic subculture is that a speaker must
remain relatively consistency within a (sufficiently large) window of time. Despite their
uniform effect on speech production, we reject certain elements, such as the noise in an
environment, as defining a linguistic subculture because of their temporary effect on the
speaker and the speech produced and lack of biological underpinnings or relative lack of
control the speaker has in effecting those changes.
In no particular order, these linguistic subcultures may be the result of: dialect (not only
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as a “regional accent” but also as an indicator of race or socioeconomic status) as described
by Spears (2009); age as shown in Raux et al. (2003) and in Castro and James (2014),
(which includes normal age-related hearing loss, as described by Burke and Shafto (2004),
and possibly leading to disfluencies), the demographics of the interlocutor as described by
Andreani et al. (2006); the speaker’s sexual orientation – shown in Leap and Boellstorff
(2004) – gender, environment and speaking style and rate described by Raux et al. (2005) and
Benzeghiba et al. (2007). Within a linguistic subculture, we hypothesize that the language
signal will be sufficiently stable within a class to yield computational advantages.
In one recent automatic speech recognition system, Najafian et al. (2014a) divided the
motley speech of the United Kingdom into a number of pre-determined geographically-
based dialects. The models were tested by selecting the appropriate dialect based on accent
ID, a phonotactic analysis. This confederated system showed a reduction (performance
improvement) in word error rate of up to 60% relative (approximately 35% absolute) for
speakers from Glasgow, Scotland and potential improvements for all groups, an average of
47% relative word error rate reduction on average. This promising pilot study shows the
power of employing one aspect of linguistic subculture to aid SLU systems.
My thesis is as follows: a speaker’s linguistic subculture has a number of realisations, in-
cluding prosody, vocabulary and grammar; using unsupervised models built on other speakers
in the same linguistic subculture leads to computational advantages in speech and language
processing.
In this work, we offer two contributions:
• Determination of linguistic subcultures: We compare systems for determination
of linguistic subcultures using supervised and unsupervised algorithms.
• Determination of Language Differentiation: We compare systems for determining
the relative improvement of models built on data from a speaker’s linguistic subculture
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against models created from data built on from the larger culture of speakers.
Specifically, this work seeks to address a number of research questions, enumerated below
in no particular order.
1. How effective is Accent Identification? Under the guise of several names, a
number of studies have examined the problem of Accent Identification (AID). These
alternate names include “Dialect Identification” (DID) and “Language Identification”
(LID). These systems share much more than the differences in names belie, including
that they operate on speech. We may distinguish among these by examining the
variations in the data on which the systems are operated. For example, the goal of
LID systems is to classify the language being spoken, with the assumption that the
data are generated from native (L1) speakers. DID systems assume that the speech
is generated from L1 speakers of a single, geographically-distributed language, and
the goal is to classify the region from which the speakers originate. The term AID is
sometimes conflated with DID, but it could easily be taken to mean that the data are
generated from non-native speakers of a language – i.e. L2 speakers – and the goal is to
classify the country or region of origin. We examine AID systems by exploring various
kinds of data and associated labels, signals, features and algorithmic approaches. Many
of these have been used in other work, but some of these are individually or collectively
novel. Finally, we examine the efficacy of models based on regional differences with
those based on other demographic differences, specifically: age, education and gender.
2. Can we use clustering? Typically, AID, DID and LID systems have employed one or
more classification algorithms as their tools of choice. Three of the criticisms we may
bring to bear against classification is that: a) we must have some a priori knowledge
of the speakers’ demographics; b) there is a potential penalty for failing to identify a
speaker’s demographic group, such as the (perhaps slight) difference between regional
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accents from Manhattan and from Brooklyn; and c) participants misrepresent their
demographics, as we have seen in other studies, such as Brizan et al. (2015) and as we
know from listening to transcripts from the corpora used in this work, and participants
may take on a register which does not match their demographics. Another tool from
the machine learning arsenal, clustering, may be at least equally useful in determining
the group or groups to which a speaker belongs. In fact, clustering may be more useful
and powerful because it generally casts aside speaker labels and only considers how
closely aligned two data points are to each other. We want to examine how effective
clustering is at identifying groups of differing demography and what the implication is
for NLU systems.
3. What’s the application to Discourse Markers? From a sociolinguistic perspec-
tive, it would be interesting to know whether certain groups utter specific discourse
markers with higher or lower frequency. We have already seen work from Wharry
(2003), suggesting differences between men and women in the clergy. Because this
could be a “tell” for a group, it would be interesting to examine this phenomenon
for frequency and type and to extend this examination across different demographic
groups.
4. What’s the application to ASR, Sentence Segmentation and Dialogue Acts?
While the ability to determine the linguistic or national origin of a speaker is inter-
esting from a sociolinguistic perspective, it would be useful to know how, if at all,
that knowledge could be leveraged to increase the performance of natural language
understanding (NLU) systems. Of these systems, we have identified Automatic Speech
Recognition, Sentence Segmentation and Dialogue Acts because we have data which
readily lend themselves to such an examination and more importantly, because these
systems have the potential for positive impact on “downstream” NLU sub-systems –
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syntax parsing, semantic processing and dialogue systems, for example.
We examine each of these questions in detail through experiments in this dissertation.
This work has a number of important applications. The implication to speech language
understanding systems and speech research is clear, with obvious performance improvements
to automatic speech recognition. Other tasks in speech processing include, but are not limited
to: disfluency detection and processing, sentence segmentation and recognition of dialogue
acts, such as agreement or sarcasm. We tackle these topics in this work.
While the work in this dissertation is focused on the problem of variation for native-
language (L1) speakers because of the corpora available, a closely related problem, that
of second-language (L2) speakers speaking with foreign-language accents, also defines an-
other set of linguistic subcultures. Typical SLU systems tend to have lower accuracy when
processing L2 speech because of the shift away from the majority of native language (L1)
phonotactics, as described by Van Compernolle (2001), i.e. because of a foreign-language ac-
cent. L2 speakers are at least as problematic for SLU systems, and, because the production of
SLU systems is not trivial and target one or a limited number of dialects of languages, these
speakers find interacting with SLU systems difficult; this is described in detail by Huang
et al. (2014). As shown by Figure 1.1, in data drawn from Kaestle (2009)1 the native lan-
guage of the eleven most common languages. We might infer that at least one of these “most
common” languages (Javanese) is a “low resource” language because of its recent inclusion in
the Spoken Language Technologies for Under-resourced languages (SLTU) conference Sakti
and Nakamura (2014). Given this, most of the world’s speakers would access SLU systems
using a second language and would benefit from the outcome of this work.
Many language analysis tasks could extend easily from this work. For example, this work
could be used to automate the language analysis portion in the task of Language Analysis
for the Determination of Origin (LADO). The LADO process is used on behalf of political
1The data from this web page was retrieved in 2016. The data itself is from 2009.
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Figure 1.1: Native Language of the World’s Population
refugees seeking asylum in a friendly country. Upon migration, an asylum seeker’s language
habits may be examined for competence in languages and association to regional dialects
or regional patterns. The output of this analysis phase is used to determine the speaker’s
origin and therefore influence asylum status. While the analysis phase may be conducted
in an automated fashion, the interpretation of results often requires a trained linguist who
is familiar with the demographic pressures of the region in question. The typical LADO
process is described by Cambier-Langeveld (2007).
This work could also facilitate the automation of the production of regional dictionaries
for unique lexical entries, pronunciation or meaning. One way of generating these pronun-
ciation dictionaries is shown by the International Dialects of English (IDEA), available via
Meier (2016). Although it was originally envisioned as a tool for actors, it has become valu-
able to customer service representatives and people in other fields. A dialogue system could
be created from the speech signals of one linguistic subculture and could generate prompts
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to the human interlocutor using text-to-speech (TTS). Such a system could incorporate the
unique phonotactics, lexicon and syntactic structure of a target group of people.
A linguistic subculture may also indicate a speaker’s state, such as whether the speaker
is intoxicated Biadsy et al. (2011), assuming that intoxication is stable within the time of
speech production being considered. It may also indicate whether a speaker suffers from
speech-related pathologies, such as stuttering described in Bortfeld et al. (2001), or indeed
any pathology which has a speech-related manifestation, such as depression described in
Cummins et al. (2011, 2013), autism spectrum disorders described by Crane and Winsler
(2008) or Parkinson’s Disease described in Jankovic (2008); An et al. (2015).
Finally, this work may be a tool for evidence-collection and analysis of sociological
changes. Some studies – Yuasa (2010) and Benoist-Lucy et al. (2013), for example – already
exists to provide support for small language differentiation among young educated American
women. While important and interesting, these analyses only creep toward the goal of pro-
viding answers to questions posed by Putnam (2000) about the collapse of American civic
society. His book, Bowling Alone, provides evidence that participation in civic, political and
social life by people in the U.S.A., strongly praised in de Tocqueville’s 1835 observations,
has seen declines lately as the population substitutes civic participation for membership in
interest groups, such as the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP). According to
the thesis of this book, new lifestyles which avoid civic engagement lead to fewer opportuni-
ties for communication with people of different ages, races, religions and other demographics
which contribute to a person’s linguistic subculture. Current questions in the U.S.A. could
include whether civic society is clustering toward political poles, so-called “red” and “blue”
states.
Given careful data collection and labeling, the work we propose here could be used as a
vehicle for determining whether continual engagement with people outside one’s linguistic
subculture can be quantified and to determine whether the effect represents a generational
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societal change. In fact, taken to its logical conclusion, this work could could be a linguistic
tool used to analyse broad swaths of sociological change over geographic or generational
distance as easily as it could determine the development of online micro-communities, albeit
using a signal such as language models for identifying people and their association to groups.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we define two broad problems and survey the work in these spaces. The
first problem is linguistic subculture detection. Generally, the work in this space has been
addressed by language identification (LID), accent identification (AID) or dialect identifica-
tion (DID) systems. After this, we survey some well-established tasks common to natural
language processing in order to address how these tasks may be affected by modeling within
a linguistic subculture.
2.1 Linguistic Subculture Detection
My system for determination of linguistic subcultures is built on established work in the areas
of dialect identification, sometimes conflated with accent identification, akin to language
identification. Linguistic subculture may be informed largely by dialect, so we include an
overview of this task below. However, other important signals, such as those inspired by
prosody (voice intensity, fundamental frequency, speech rate and rhythm), as described by
Grichkovtsova et al. (2012) and language usage may also be important in teasing apart
subcultures within the same dialect. Several of my techniques and approaches to linguistic
10
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subculture detection are identical to or inspired by those for dialect identification with the
exception of including features important in determining finer-grained discriminations.
Zissman (1996) defines language identification (LID) as the identification of a speaker’s
language from an acoustic signal alone. Language ID may be useful for domain adaptation:
applying a language-specific lexicon, language model or grammar; see Matejka et al. (2005),
for example. Dialect identification, which distinguishes dialects of the same language, is
considered a more challenging problem because many artifacts which distinguish languages,
such as phonotactics, lexicon, morphology and syntax may be shared among dialects as
described by Biadsy et al. (2009), although Grabe’s chapter in Gilles and Peters (2004) claims
that the differences between dialects can be larger than those of two different languages.
Regardless, some combination of these distributional differences may be used to determine
the linguistic subculture of the speaker. Biadsy (2009) Biadsy et al. (2009), for example, lists
several differences among Arabic dialects such as the Modern Standard Arabic consonant
which is absent from other Arabic dialects. Likewise, Mousa (2014) contrasts the use of
the interdental fricatives between two L1 Jamaican English speakers living in England. One
retains a Jamaican dialect for lack of interaction with the larger population; the other,
with closer ties to the non-Jamaican population, has a pronunciation closer to the Received
Pronunciation dialect (RP) of his environment.
Recent systems, described by Biadsy et al. (2011), Biadsy et al. (2009), Zissman et al.
(1996) and Ma et al. (2006) have been used to distinguish between dialects in the English-
speaking world (American vs. Indian and Southern American vs. Non-Southern American),
among several Arabic dialects (Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian, Iraqi and Modern Standard Ara-
bic), between two Spanish dialects and among three Chinese dialects.
As described by Zissman (1996), languages (and dialects) are different from one another
in terms of their phonology (the sound inventory of the language), morphology (the words
used), syntax (the classes and structures of the words used) and prosody (the rhythm, timing
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and stress used in speaking). We take advantage of the phonological and prosodic differences
in speech by using one or both of two state of the art approaches, a PRLM (phone recognition
to language model) approach and an i-vector approach.
The PRLM approach as described by Biadsy et al. (2009); Koller et al. (2010); Zissman
(1996), is a pipeline which starts with individual (vowel and consonant) phone recognition
(PR) from an acoustic signal. During training, the output of this recognition is used to build
an n-gram (language) model (LM) which captures the phonotactic probability distributions
of the language or dialect. During testing, the output is used to compare against existing
models, the most likely of which becomes the hypothesis for the label of the language or
dialect. PRLM has an effective variant in which multiple parallel phone recognition sys-
tems, each trained on different languages or dialects, are used in parallel, with the output
hypotheses of those systems combined with a classifier for final prediction, all described by
Biadsy et al. (2009).
Chen et al. (2010) claims that phone recognizers fail to capture acoustic differences across
dialects, such as the retroflex /d/ common in Indian English. As a result, parallel PRLM,
which employs PRLM in multiple languages. Dinkin (2005) describes the “marry-merry-
Mary merger” in detail: though most speakers of Standard American English hear these
as homophones, some speakers in New England produce a distinct sound for each. This
distinction would be “inaudible” to a PRLM system built on Standard American English;
however, other languages, and perhaps other dialects of English, may be sensitive to the
distinction and therefore to the linguistic subculture from which the sounds are produced.
Chen et al. (2010) show that relative pruning of the least common biphones improves
the performance of a baseline PRLM system. In this work, biphone pruning rates between
10% and 37% were varied to determine an optimal equal error rate (EER). An 18% rate of
pruning of biphones yielded optimal results, and rates as low as 29% were found to prune so
aggressively as to give results indistinguishable from a monophone system.
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Similarly, albeit on keystroke data, work described in Goodkind et al. (2015) shows that
pruning of events occurring fewer than an absolute number of times is also effective as
measure by EER. In this system, the largest improvement was generated by including events
occurring only greater than 7 or 8 times.
We experiment with multiple strategies pruning strategies in my systems. In some cases,
we use relative pruning and absolute pruning; in others, we use L1 or L2 regularisation. In
all cases, we use and different pruning thresholds and report results of each in aligning the
derived clusters against the labels in the corpora.
The second approach uses i-vectors. An i-vector is a low-dimensional representation
of speech which aims to capture the speaker and channel variability given one or more
utterances Dehak et al. (2011). It works by creating a “Universal Background Model”
(UBM), m, representing the total variability of all speaker utterances in a supervector – a
set of stacked mean vectors from a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) Shum (2011). Each
speaker utterance, M, can be described by the UBM, by a matrix of features, T and a vector
representing the identity of the speaker – the i-vector – w, all described in by (2.1).
M = m + Tw (2.1)
The work for i-vectors was suggested as a solution to the problem of speaker recognition,
specifically the problem of identifying whether an utterance was generated by a particular
speaker known to a system. It has since been used for other tasks, such as speaker diarization
Shum (2011), identification of a speaker’s cognitive state Van Segbroeck et al. (2014) and
dialect (accent) identification Najafian et al. (2014a).
For linguistic subcultures, the term w in (2.1) may be the cultural identity, such as
may be derived from a set of regional speech samples. Previous work assumes a priori
knowledge of identity. Once i-vectors have been computed, a normalization step may be
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performed to compensate for channel noise. Two compensation steps are suggested by Dehak
et al. (2011): within-class covariance normalization (WCCN) or linear discriminant analysis
(LDA). Finally, similarity (or differences) between utterances may be calculated with cosine
distances as given by (2.2) Shum et al. (2012). Where the distance falls within a confidence
for a given speaker, x, the utterance is determined to have been produced by speaker x.





Shum et al., 2011 Shum (2011) describe a multi-step approach of post-processing i-vectors
to derive the gender of the speakers. In this approach, Principal Components Analysis
(PCA)-based projection is applied as a proportion of i-vector dimension. K-means clustering
is applied to the output of this step based on cosine distance. (In this work, K was set only
to 2 for the purpose of bifurcating gender. Additional refinements were applied to generate
better segmentation for speaker diarization; these are omitted here.)
Inspired by these state of the art dialect identification systems, we build multiple linguistic
subculture detection systems. Some systems are implementations of phonotactic approaches,
using a custom feature extractor based on the phone sequences generated by phnrec Matejka
et al. (2005) in four languages (Czech, Hungarian, English and Russian) and the phone
sequences generated by Kaldi Povey et al. (2011). These sequences will be placed in a
system of monophones, diphones and triphones. The set of features is pruned using the
relative pruning and absolute pruning strategies, as described above, or penalised using L1
or L2 penalties, ultimately generating a point in multi-dimensional space to describe the
utterances of the speakers. Distances in the distributions between utterances in this space
are used as a measure of similarity (or distance).
Varying different parameters to produce an exploration of the search space – number
of clusters and neighbourhood size, for example – we cluster similar speakers using the
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Name Formula












Maximum distance d = maxi |ai − bi|
Table 2.1: Distance metrics for hierarchical clustering
algorithms k-means, expectation maximization (EM), density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) Berkhin (2006) and spectral clustering Ng et al. (2002)
as implemented in Pedregosa et al. (2011). Clustering refers to the division of objects in a
data set such that similar objects are grouped together and dissimilar objects are placed in
separate groups Berkhin (2006). Clustering algorithms fall into three categories: those using
hierarchical agglomerative algorithms, those using hierarchical divisive algorithms Rokach
and Maimon (2005) and those using partitioning or density-based algorithms Kriegel et al.
(2011).
Hierarchical agglomerative algorithms, such as k-means or expectation-maximization
(EM), build clusters from the “bottom up,” starting with the assumption that each object
belongs to its own cluster. Clusters are joined according to distance until some convergence
criterion is reached. Hierarchical divisive algorithms take the opposite tack: all objects be-
long to a single cluster, and that cluster is divided repeatedly until convergence. Partitioning
algorithms, such as DBSCAN and ordering points to identify the clustering structure (OP-
TICS), identify dense areas of objects for connectivity, sometimes distinguishing between the
central areas of these regions and the border areas. These algorithms have the advantage
of not requiring an a priori number of clusters but also assume that density changes are
equivalent to cluster borders.
In all clustering algorithms, the distance measure for features is important. In Table 2.1,
we list the distance measures which we use in our linguistic subculture detection systems.
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Clustering algorithms, especially the density-based ones, have been shown to be in-
tractable or to yield poor results on high-dimensional data because the data appear to
be sparse. Dimensionality reduction through DFT and PCA has been shown to help. More
recent approaches – for example, subspace clustering, in which only some features are used
for clustering – have also been proven helpful Agrawal et al. (2005); Kailing et al. (2004).
The second system will be built using an i-vector approach. For this, we will use Alize
Bonastre et al. (2005), a popular implementation of the i-vector approach. As with the
phonotactic approach, the output of this defines a point in a multi-dimensional space repre-
senting similarity or differences among speakers. I-vectors have customarily been built over
MFCC inputs, with post-processing analysis performed using cosine distance as described in
(2.2). Clustering approaches Shum et al. (2012) may also be useful in establishing linguistic
subcultures if prosodic contour features and n-gram features are used as inputs to an i-vector
system. We may therefore add these additional features such as n-grams. These additional
features may be useful in fine-grained distinctions, such as generational differences between
people from the same region.
In addition to the implementation of these two systems, we will evaluate the utility of
combining the outputs of these two systems to form a unified linguistic subculture feature
extractor. In each system, we will place special emphasis on the Switchboard corpus because
of its rich set of speaker labels. We expect the clustering approaches to derive groups
based on some or all of these speaker labels. While these labels may represent a subset,
superset or a set orthogonal to the linguistic subcultures of the speakers, these labels also
represent reportable metrics of the system, so it will be interesting to determine which may
be computed using this technique and, therefore, which may be helpful when speaker labels
are unavailable.
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2.2 Evaluation with Speech and Language Processing
Tasks
Four tasks will be used to determine the effectiveness of linguistic subculture clustering and
processing: Automatic Speech Recognition, Disfluency Detection, Sentence Segmentation
and Dialogue Acts. An overview of each of these along with the specific tasks to be performed,
appears in the rest of this section.
The corpus will be segmented into training and test data as described in the details
below. All four tasks will be evaluated using two model architectures. In a “monocultural ”
or “unified” model architecture, we will use all the training data for the task. Once a model
has been built, we will use the testing data to evaluate the performance of the model.
In the second model architecture, the “confederated” version, we will create a number of
models – one for each linguistic subculture – to describe the training data. We will create
a Linguistic Subculture Selector to determine the closest match of each speaker in the test
corpus. This selector will pass the appropriate model to the Task Evaluator, which will
generate a report of performance.
2.2.1 Discourse Markers
Discourse markers, also known as cue phrases, are a potentially interesting signal which we
can derive from this clustering. They are words or expressions with relatively little meaning
but useful in signaling discourse planning, hedging or backchanneling. In English, words
and phrases such as actually, basically, I mean, well may fall into this category Hirschberg
and Litman (1993); Liu et al. (2006); Qian and Liu (2013). We hypothesize that discourse
markers will have different distributions depending on linguistic subculture, so we may see
interesting results from generating a ranking of cue phrases by linguistic subculture.
One example of this difference comes from Wharry’s study of language in African Amer-
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ican churches Wharry (2003). Having investigated various religious discourse markers (for
example, Amen, Hallelujah, Glory) for frequency, the study finds that male preachers tend
to be more faithful to one expression while their female counterparts exhibit more variety.
Therefore, in the absence of other signals, this difference may be used to differentiate gender.
Anecdotally, we find young, male African Americans and Latinos in New York utter “you
feel me?” and “know what I mean?” at rates higher than the rest of the English-speaking
population.
2.2.2 Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the act of translating spoken words to text Varile
et al. (1997). This area is also known as speech recognition (SR) or as speech to text
(STT). There are many applications for automatic speech recognition including data entry
Pallett (1985), financial transactions and information retrieval Reynolds and Rose (1995).
More importantly, of course, it is a critical step to many SLU tasks. Automatic speech
recognition has a few variants based chiefly on the expected input of the speaker, including:
speaking mode (isolated words vs. continuous speech), speaking style (broadcast speech, read
speech, meeting speech, conversational and spontaneous speech and others) NIST (2009) and
vocabulary size (small through large).
My work will largely be considered LVCSR (large vocabulary, continuous speech recog-
nition). In other work, two toolkits have been used for this task: HTK Young et al. (2006)
and Kaldi Povey et al. (2011). Both are implementations of a Hidden Markov Model ap-
proach. These systems are built from three components: a Feature Extractor, an Acoustic
Modeler and a Decoder, as shown in Figure 2.1. The Feature Extractor converts an acoustic
signal into a vector of features representing the signal. Popular representations are Critical
Band Energies (CRBE), and Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) Tuske et al.
(2014). The Acoustic Modeler converts this representation into a sequence of phone hy-
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potheses. Finally, the Decoder takes the phone sequences, along with the Language Model
and Pronunciation Model derived during training, to produce word hypotheses.
Figure 2.1: Example ASR pipeline
Initially, the Feature Extractor uses the input acoustic signal to produce a sequence of
observation vectors, O, for each time slide in the acoustic signal. The sequence of observation
vectors is defined by (2.3), where Ot the vector O at time t.
O = o1, o2, ..., oT (2.3)
For recognition of isolated words, the HMM system defines the probability of some previously
seen word, w, given the sequence of observation vectors detected at time t as the word with
the highest probability given the observation, as shown in (2.4).
argmaxt{P (wi|O)} (2.4)
Using Bayes’ Rule, (2.4) may be re-written as (2.5), which has the advantage of being
computable from previously-seen data. Specifically, P (wi) may be derived from the language
model: the frequency of words seen during training; P (O) may be derived from the acoustic
model, and P (O|wi) may be calculated from an estimation of Markov model parameters for
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Source Feature Model(s) Highest Lowest
Set Performance Performance
Du et al. (2014) LMFB DNN 16.7% WER 25.6% WER
Geiger et al. (2014) MFCC GMM / DNN 22.2% WER 66.0% WER
Najafian et al. (2014b) MFCC HMM / GMM 4.0% WER 60.0% WER
Tuske et al. (2014) MFCC DNN 19.4% WER 25.3% WER
Tuske et al. (2014) Time Signal DNN 29.4% WER 36.8% WER
Table 2.2: Performance of recent ASR systems
The recognition of words in a continuous speech system involves further assumptions
due to, for example, lack of discrete word boundaries, coarticulation effects or noise. HTK,
Kaldi and similar HMM ASR systems assume that the transition from one pronunciation
state to another is hidden. The hidden portion of the HMM model, which is to be estimated
by the system, is therefore the transition state sequence. With an initial estimate of the
model parameters before training using the Baum-Welch formula, these model parameters
are calculated during training using the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely transition
sequences and therefore the most likely word matching a given signal.
The performance of ASR systems have generally been compared with Word Error Rate
(WER), with lower numbers indicating higher performance. Table 2.2 samples a few recent
systems, the feature set used, models and their performance. The results shown in this table
should be viewed in context of the data being considered: whether the environment has
noise, the number of simultaneous speakers and a number of other considerations detailed
in the sources.
Clearly, these results show a large variation in performance. However, my intention is not
to build the best-performing ASR system but to build one which is reasonably good enough
to test my hypothesis. This system will allow the application of different pronunciation
models and language models built on speakers from the same linguistic subculture. The goal
is the comparison of two ASR systems, different only in the training data used.
For our work, we will use Kaldi as my ASR toolkit. We use corpora which are are
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annotated with data necessary for English language ASR. We will build a system to unify
these into a large input stream. A portion of the input stream will be reserved for testing;
the remainder will form the training portion. We will take care to ensure that no speaker
appears in both the training and test portions simultaneously and, where possible, that each
linguistic subculture contains training data from multiple speakers.
The system we build will have two variants: a “monocultural” (or “unified”) model
and a “confederated” model. In the monocultural model variant, the system will use the
entire training data for performing the ASR task. The confederated model, however, is a
set of models, each representing a unique linguistic subculture as discussed in the Linguistic
Subculture Detection section above. In this variant, ASR will be performed in two phases:
first, the speaker will be assigned to one or more linguistic subcultures as indicated by the
features required to form the subculture clusters. Once assigned, ASR will be performed
with only the subset of training data used to form the cluster. Where possible, we will test
with a variable number of clusters.
Where applicable, we will report the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate as a possibly inter-
esting measure. It is possible that certain lexical entries may exist in a particular linguistic
subculture and not in others, so the OOV rate may provide insight into the degree to which
a linguistic subculture model matches the speaker. We hypothesize this effect would be
more apparent when two or more people of the same linguistic subculture engage each other.
Ostensibly, the corpora we propose to use do not show this effect, so we will compare the
effectiveness of these system variants using WER.
2.2.3 Dialogue Act Detection
A dialogue act is a speech act for a spoken dialogue system; in other words, it is used
to change the state of a system by informing, commanding, requesting or promising some
action Joty et al. (2011), for example. Typical dialogue acts are statements, questions and
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backchannels (Zimmermann et al., 2006). The analysis of dialogue acts is rooted in the
linguistic field of pragmatics, specifically the work of John Austin and John Searle, and can
be used to shine a light on the distinction between a bona fide yes-no question (“Were you
at KC’s bar on the night of July 15?”) from a request for an action (“Is there any salt?”
as a proxy for having a listener pass the salt to the speaker) (Stolcke et al., 2000). In its
practical application, this task identifies the function or goal of an utterance in the context
of a longer exchange for a system’s response to the speech of its users (Rosset et al., 2008;
Dinarelli et al., 2009).
In performing the task of dialogue act labeling, a system assigns one or more labels or
tags from a finite set to a grouping of words, perhaps each sentence-like unit (SU), in an
utterance stream. For a dialogue system, these tags correspond to the system’s capabilities
Andreani et al. (2006). The act of attaching tags has the effect of not only distinguishing
statements from questions but also, depending on choice of labels, determining what the
users’ expectations of responses from the system should be. As such, it is an important step
toward speech understanding and is therefore a useful tool in commercial spoken dialogue
systems.
One set of studied examples comes from the LUNA corpus Dinarelli et al. (2009), which
consists of hardware/software troubleshooting dialogues in Italian. The system has labels for
8 dialogue acts such as greet, offer or apology which correspond to actions the system may
perform. In this example, a person performing a greet dialogue act will illicit a welcoming
message from the system.
There are many tag sets for dialogue acts. One such set, Dialog Act markup in Several
Layers (DAMSL), described by Core and Allen Core and Allen (1997) and adopted by others
(for example, Stolcke et al. (2000)), aims to define a task-independent set of a few dozen
utterance-level tags. The DAMSL tags occurring at a rate of 5% or greater when applied to
the spontaneous utterances in the Switchboard corpus are listed in Table 2.3, along with an
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Tag Definition Example Frequency
(sd) Statement A declarative which does I want to go from Denver 0.36
not express an opinion. Colorado to Orlando Florida.
(b) Backchannel / A (possibly non-lexical) Uh-huh. 0.19
Acknowledgment default agreement or
continuer.
(sv) Opinion A viewpoint, from personal I think it’s great. 0.13
opinions to proposed general
facts. (The listener could
have basis to dispute.)
(%) Abandoned indeterminate, interrupted, So ... 0.06
or contains just a floor holder
(aa) Agreement / Agreement with interlocutor That’s exactly it. 0.05
Accept
Table 2.3: Frequent DAMSL tags on the Switchboard corpus
example for each.
Some dialogue systems have shown distributional differences among linguistic subcul-
tures. Shriberg et al. Shriberg et al. (1998) show an insignificant performance boost when
using gender as a feature in building a Dialogue Act system against the Switchboard corpus.
While their conclusion ultimately rejects any gender-based difference in the task of predict-
ing dialogue acts, subsequent work Fletcher et al. (2002) found Australian English speakers
exhibit a quantifiable high rise in the middle of statements (“Australian questioning intona-
tion” or “uptalk”), which is less prevalent among non-Australian speakers, clearly pointing to
prosodic differences between linguistic subcultures in the way questions are asked; the same
work finds speaker-specific effects and distributional differences depending on the speaker’s
role in a conversation. Other work finds similar phenomena when contrasting speakers from
Belfast with speakers from other parts of the United Kingdom Gilles and Peters (2004).
The environment and medium of the language producer also has an effect on the dia-
logue acts produced. For example, Carpenter and Fujioka Carpenter and Fujioka (2011)
find, unsurprisingly, that people in online chats use punctuation less, commit more typos
and misspellings, write acronyms and abbreviations more and write emotional indicators and
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messages which make little sense out of context. In addition, they find the distribution of di-
alogue acts is different when compared to Switchboard. It is therefore reasonable to conclude
that, in addition to the effects we see from the linguistic subcultures of the interlocutors, the
medium has some effect on the language.
(Dinarelli et al., 2009) provide a relatively simple overview of the labelling system which
we propose to use in my implementation. The corpus is divided into a series of turns based
on the users’ utterances. This is especially important in multi-party interactions (meetings,
for example) or any interaction in which it is difficult to distinguish speakers’ starting or
ending utterances and less important in the corpora on which we will run experiments.
Nevertheless, there are useful techniques from this research. For example, a speaker may have
more than one utterance per turn, but it may also be useful to overlap turn boundaries across
utterances for cases in which speaker turns include restarts, long pauses or environmental or
interlocutor interruptions. Once turns have been extracted, the system segments the input
into hypothesised utterances Shriberg et al. (1998), removing any disfluencies, non-verbal
content or other parts of the conversation deemed irrelevant Bangalore et al. (2008). Each
pruned utterance then receives one or more hypotheses for the dialogue act based on features
extracted Ferschke et al. (2012).
One assumption in the task of dialogue act labeling is that a dialogue, U is composed
of n sequential (albeit possibly overlapping) utterances, u1, u2, ..., un. In determining the
dialogue act of an utterance, uj, some commercial spoken dialogue systems may employ
models which take previous utterances (ui such that i < j), labels and other features into
account but not data, labels or other features uttered after uj. In other words, they choose
not to find a globally optimal solution. Systems built in this way, which are required to
assign a label to speech without future knowledge may be seen as more credible since they
can generate real-time responses to speech. Bangalore et al. (2008) refer to the set of current
and historical features as “static” features; others as “dynamic” features. Despite the possible
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Feature Examples Source(s)
n-gram Unigrams +/- 2 words Quarteroni et al. (2011)
Unigram +/- x words from previous utterance Rosset et al. (2008)
Bigrams Quarteroni et al. (2011)
Trigrams Bangalore et al. (2008)
n-grams listed with POS tags Quarteroni et al. (2011)
... & Zimmermann et al. (2006)
Trigrams from current/previous utterance Bangalore et al. (2008)
... & Quarteroni et al. (2011)
variable (5000) most common trigrams Joty et al. (2011)
Syntactic Cue Phrases / Discourse Markers Hirschberg and Litman (1993)
Discourse Tag of previous dialogue act Bangalore et al. (2008)
... & He and Young (2003)
Number of utterances per turn Rosset et al. (2008)
Length of dialogue (in turns) Ai et al. (2007)
Prosodic Number of pauses in utterance Shriberg et al. (1998)
Number of frames with F0 values in utterance Shriberg et al. (1998)
Speaking Rate Ai et al. (2007)
Tones and Break Indices Fletcher et al. (2002)
Utterance Duration Shriberg et al. (1998)
Total speech duration, excluding pauses > 100ms Shriberg et al. (1998)
Table 2.4: Features to be used in Dialogue Act Detection task
loss of credibility, there are analyses–Germesin et al. (2008), for example–which use dynamic
features.
We will conduct two phases of Dialogue Act Detection experiments. The first phase of
experiments will distinguish questions from statements on the ABI corpus. The second phase
will predict DAMSL labels on the Switchboard corpus.
For the first phase of experiments, we will use the recited “sailor passage” section of the
ABI corpus. This portion of the corpus contains a number of questions and statements.
Although the questions and statements are not explicitly marked in the transcripts of the
speech, they can be inferred from the stimulus, so we will combine the stimulus and tran-
scripts in order to form the dialogue act labels. In this experiment, we will assign the DAMSL
label of qy (yes-no-question) to all questions in this passage and sd (statement-non-opinion)
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to all statements. We will retain a portion of the corpus for training, and the remaining will
be used for testing. Where possible, we will ensure that there are representatives from each
derived linguistic subculture in the training and testing portion. No speaker will appear in
training and testing simultaneously.
Taking a machine learning approach and using the features listed in Table 2.4, we will
predict the labels for each turn. Since the passage is the same for all speakers, we will also
conduct a version of this experiment without using n-gram features to avoid overfitting.
The second phase of experiments will be conducted on the portion of the Switchboard
corpus marked for dialogue acts. Three dozen conversations in the corpus have been anno-
tated with DAMSL labels such as the ones appearing in Table 2.3. Despite the relatively
small size of this corpus, we do not use a Leave One Out cross validation method in this
second experiment, wherein the speech of one speaker will be the entirety of the test data,
and all other available speech will represent the training data. While this will lead to a
smaller test set,
We will segment the relevant portion of the Switchboard corpus into a series of utterances
as described by the Switchboard corpus and take a machine learning approach to predict
these labels for each utterance. The features to be extracted from each utterance appear in
Table 2.4 along with systems which have used these features.
The dialogue act detection system we build will have two variants: a “unified” variant
and a “confederated” one. In the unified variant, the system will use the entire training
data for performing the ASR task. Each model in the confederated variant will represent
a unique linguistic subculture, as discussed in the Linguistic Subculture Detection section.
We will conduct one experiment for each of these variants and for each of the phases defined
above, for a total of four experiments. Speakers being tested will be assigned to one or
more linguistic subcultures with the same features used to form the clusters. Once assigned,
dialogue act tagging will be performed with only the subset of training data used to form
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the cluster.
We will compare the effectiveness of these system variants using error rate, following
Bangalore et al. Bangalore et al. (2008), with lower scores indicating higher performance.
Chapter 3
Data
In this chapter, we review the data used in the experiments. This data are drawn from
four corpora: Accents of the British Isles (ABI), Intonational Variation in English (IViE),
the NIST Language Recognition Evaluation Plan (LRE15) and Switchboard. The speaker-
participants in the ABI and IViE corpora come from different parts of the United Kingdom
and were largely asked to repeat canned phrases. The participants in the NIST Language
Recognition Evaluation Plan (LRE15) are drawn from six language groups around the world
with no central theme or stimulus unifying the participants or their speech. The participants
in the Switchboard corpus come from different parts of the United States engaged in phone
conversations with peer participants. The manner in which each corpus is used appear in
the subsequent sections.
3.1 The ABI Corpus
The Accents of the British Isles (ABI) corpus, is a corpus of British English, described in
DArcy et al. (2004) and composed from the read speech of 285 participants from a number
of different regions in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales. The regions represented are
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shown in Figure 3.1. The base map was adapted from Dalet (2007).
Figure 3.1: Regions Represented by the ABI Corpus
There are 9 stimuli for the read speech, as explained in Table 3.1. Each stimulus response
was placed in a The entire corpus represents 70 hours of speech.
The corpus includes the first three paragraphs from the “Sailor Passage,” as described
in Atwell (1989). For this, we took the punctuated stimulus from Huckvale (2004), which
reads as follows:
When a sailor in a small craft faces the might of the vast Atlantic Ocean today, he
takes the same risks that generations took before him. But, in contrast to them,
he can meet any emergency that comes his way with a confidence that stems from
a profound trust in the advances of science. Boats are stronger and more stable,
protecting against undue exposure; tools and instruments are more accurate and
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Table 3.1: Stimuli for the ABI corpus.
Stimulus Class Description Example
cal Microphone check I am now speaking in my normal voice
cc Catalogue Codes BKUN; bravo kilo uniform november
cwX Careful Words heed
of the pattern hid
/h/ < vowel > /d/
ecX Equipment Control play disc two track three
for imaginary car display show audio
or PDA
gcX Game Commands insert waypoint
for imaginary game
pin 4-digit sequences two five eight three
shortphrases 3-4 word phrases while we were away
shortsentences “phonetically balanced” kangaroo point overlooked the ocean
sentences
shortpassage First three paragraphs (See below)
from the Sailor Passage
more reliable, helping in all weather and conditions; food and drink are better
researched and easier to cook than ever before.
The Vikings looked for new lands with fleets of small ships, each powered by
thirty to forty men pulling on sixteen foot oars. They were guided by nothing
but their knowledge of the stars and an unshakeable faith in their gods. Over
half a millenium later, Spaniards, Portuguese, and Elizabethan freebooters had
improved their knowledge a little, reduced their gods to one, and dispensed with
oarsmen in favour of a total reliance on the wind. But despite their vision of
great deeds, they were loathe to venture out far by themselves.
Were they less adventurous or more modest? Did they prefer the reassuring
thought of help from sister-ships to the heightened glory of single-handed exploits?
But was their glory in fact any less? Did any member of the crews receive one
iota of thanks, recognition or fame? We have no means of measuring, of course,
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but the truth is, none of the commanders of the ships which accompanied Francis
Drake are remembered today - no more than the type of sail, the make of radio
or navigation instrument, the self-steering equipment, or the medicines and food
supplied to our modern adventurers will be remembered in four hundred years
time.
The corpus provided gender and region labels for each participant. Although the partic-
ipants ranged in age from 16 - 79, the ages of the participants were not made available with
the corpus. Likewise, the education levels of the participants were either not recorded or not
made available to the users of the corpus. However, since the speakers and their parents were
born in and lived in the regions from which they were recruited, we make the assumption
that the speakers are native speakers of their respective regions – i.e. English, Irish, Scottish
and Welsh.
We used 70% of the participant speakers samples for training our models, 15% for develop-
ment of models and tuning and the remaining 15% for testing our models. We distinguished
speakers according to the region labels and unique IDs assigned by the corpus within each
region. No speaker’s responses appeared in more than one category (training, development
or test), as described above.
3.2 The IViE Corpus
The Intonational Variation in English (IViE) corpus by Grabe et al. (2001) contains the
speech of “lower middle class” adolescents (16-17 year old) from nine regions in the United
Kingdom, collected between 1997 and 2001. The regions are shown in Figure 3.2, which
is a map available on the IViE corpus’ site. Two of the speaker groups (Bradford and
Cardiff) represent bilingual speakers (Punjabi and Welsh, respectively) and the London
group represents speakers who were born in the Caribbean nation of Jamaica. Additionally,
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the speech in the corpus was tagged for the speaker’s gender.
Figure 3.2: Regions Represented by the IVIE Corpus
Various different types of stimuli were required of the speakers in the corpus, including
repeating the statements and questions listed in Table 3.2, reading of a Cinderella passage
and a map task for which the participants were paired with peers and provided maps with
different landmarks, all with the goal of navigating along a path. We did not use the
Cinderella passage as it was not uniformly transcribed. Likewise, because the map task
was neither transcribed1 nor channel-separated for speakers, We used only the stimuli in
Table 3.2. For this portion of the corpus, there were a total of 2370 sample utterances by
108 unique speakers (21.9 utterances per person), matching the 22 stimuli. Numbers for
region, gender and stimulus were approximately balanced; however, we found a few minor
exceptions: there were seven female speakers and five male speakers in the London region. In
1The IViE site makes reference to transcriptions for some of the map tasks, but we were unable to find
these in the downloaded corpus.
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addition, one utterance with an inversion stimulus contained no data for one female speaker
from Liverpool.
Table 3.2: Stimuli for the IViE corpus.
IViE Stimulus Class DAMSL Tag Example
Simple Statements sd (Statement, Non-Opinion) We live in Ealing.
Questions without qy (Yes/No Question) You remembered the lillies?
morphosyntactic
markers
Inversion questions qy (Yes/No Question) May I lean on the railings?
WH-Questions qw (WH- Question) Where is the manual?
Coordinations qy (Yes/No Question) Are you growing limes or
qrr (Or Clause) lemons?
Speakers in the IViE corpus may be distinguished by their regions and their IDs. All
files in the IViE corpus contained region encoding in the name of the file, along with the
stimulus class. However, there are two types of IDs in the corpus: one type in which the
speakers had a gender indicator and sequential number (eg. f4 – female # 4); a second type
of ID showed the speaker’s initials (eg. ND). A table in the IViE booklet (available on the
site) indicated whether the speaker was male or female. Without regard to type of ID, we
made the assumption that speakers were assigned unique IDs only within their region. We
assigned all speech samples of the last speaker of each region and gender to our test set, the
penultimate speaker to our development set and all others to our training set. Specifically,
there are four participants per region and per gender in the training set, one participant per
region-gender in the validation set and one in the test set.
3.3 The LRE15 Corpus
This corpus is officially called the “2015 NIST Language Recognition Evaluation Plan cor-
pus.” We refer to it colloquially as LRE15 throughout this text, following the convention of
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its organizers. This data were drawn from telephone and broadcast speech (“conversations”)
in 20 languages as collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in parallel with other
data collection efforts Martin et al. (2014). Each of the 20 languages which was assigned to
one of 6 language families due to the intra-family confusability of the languages. Languages
and language families are shown in Figure 3.3, which does not show a location for Modern
Standard Arabic due to its lack of association to a particular country or region.
Figure 3.3: LRE15 Languages and Language Families
The LRE15 corpus contained two portions: training and test. However, the labels for
the 493,002 test conversations were not made available as of the time of this writing. We
therefore held out approximately 10% of the corpus, randomly-selected but with a minimum
of one broadcast or telephone conversation per language for a total of 474 conversations.
Hereinafter, we refer to this held out portion as the “(LRE15) development set” or the “dev
material,” but it was used as test material in lieu of a test set. The remaining portion of the
material, 3037 conversations, was reserved for training our models as described where used.
In conversation, members of the LDC have acknowledged differences between the collection
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conditions of the train set and test set for the portions of the corpora, notably the French
portion, i.e. Haitian Creole and West African French.
All speech segments were provided in 16-bit, 8kHz linear PCM format in SPHERE file
format. For many of our experiments, we converted the speech samples into the equivalent
WAV file format using SoX Sound Exchange. This process removed the SPHERE file header
information but did not otherwise change the quality or content of the recordings.
3.4 The Switchboard Corpus
Switchboard Godfrey et al. (1992) is a corpus of continuous telephone speech between
strangers on a set topic. It was released in 1992, and contains a number of annotations.
The speech is entirely transcribed by experts. Additionally, 36 of the conversations were
annotated for dialogue acts using DAMSL Core and Allen (1997), discourse markers and
disfluencies as well as other artifacts, such as parts of speech, not employed in our experi-
ments.
We found 543 speakers in the Switchboard corpus and a total of 1,994 conversations2.
The speakers were largely male (55.6%) and covered more than a half century in age – born
between 1924 and 1975 – with a plurality born in the early 1960s. Most (89.3%) speakers
had university degrees. All speakers resided in the USA at the time of recording. While we
do not have the specific state of residence, the regions for the speakers and their relative
densities in the regions are are shown in Figure 3.4. The concentration toward the region
known as “Midland South” may be explainable by the presence of Texas Instruments, a
company central in the data collection efforts for the corpus. Three of the speakers were
missing labels for regions or were tagged as being in a region called UNK.
2This number does not agree with the canonical version. We found our data was missing approximately
900 speech files as well as their corresponding transcripts and annotations. This includes conversations with
IDs: 2289, 4902, 4903, 4905, 4911, 4917, 4936 and 4940, all of which should have been included in Discs 2,
3 or 4.
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Figure 3.4: Region of Residence for Speakers in the Switchboard Corpus
Of the 36 conversations with additional annotations, the speakers are distributed as
follows:
• Age: This distribution is shown in Figure 3.5 and compared against the number of
speakers born in the same year. We note that the distribution in the annotated portion
does not match the overall corpus’ distribution.
• Education: High School or less: 0 conversation sides; High School Graduates: 4 con-
versation sides (6%); University Graduates: 42 conversation sides (58%); Advanced
Degree Graduates: 25 conversation sides (35%). Unlabeled Education: 1 conversation
side (1%).
• Gender: Males: 43 conversation sides (60%); Females: 29 conversation sides (40%).
• Region: Northern: 13 conversation sides (18%); New England: 4 conversation sides
(6%); Southern: 3 conversation sides (4%); South Midland: 18 conversation sides
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(25%); Western: 3 conversation sides (4%); Mixed Regions: 6 conversation sides (8%);
NYC: 10 conversation sides (14%); North Midland: 15 conversation sides (21%).
All speakers in this portion of the corpus had reasonable tags for all demographics, including
Region3. All speakers in the corpus and in this annotated subset are native speakers of
Standard American English.
Figure 3.5: Switchboard Corpus: Year Born vs. Number of Annotated Conversations
We assigned speakers to one of three groups: dev, test or train with probability 0.15,
0.15 and 0.70 respectively. All of the speech samples from a speaker became part of the
group – hence, no speaker’s utterances could appear more than one group – however, it is
possible for the individual sides of a conversation to be split across groups. Based on this,
we produced 75 speakers in the dev group, 69 speakers in the test group and 349 speakers
in the train group.
We used the trim function in SoX to separate each of the conversations in the Switchboard
3There is an “UNK” region. No speakers from this region were represented in this portion of the corpus.
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corpus into utterances according to the transcript start and end times. We eliminated any
utterances entirely marked as “[noise]” (i.e. not produced by speech), “[silence],” “[laugh-
ter],” etc. We kept all other utterances, including those entirely composed of back-channels.
Among the 1,944 conversations, we found a total of 215,955 utterances, approximately 56
utterances per person per conversation. We note many instances of back-channels being
transcribed as “uh-huh” even when when the speaker’s utterance was closer to “um-hmm.”
This is found, for example, on the “A” channel (female speaker) of conversation 2129. We
also note that the speech of the interlocuter is often audible when we segment by utterances
of a target speaker. While this may impair our ability to perform our linguistic subculture
detection or any of the subsequent tasks – automatic speech recognition, etc. – we leave
these utterances in the corpus.
3.5 Data Labels
All speech from the speakers across all the corpora was given at least one label for the
following demographics: Age, Education, Gender, First Language (L1) and Region. For
Gender, L1 and Region, we accepted the labels from the corpus, where available. Regions for
the corpora of speakers in the United Kingdom were often indicated by city names. Outside
the United Kingdom and the USA, country names (for example “India,”) were used in place
of regions according to the labels provided by the corpora. L1 labels were imported from the
corpora and generally correspond to the common understanding of language (“Spanish,” for
example), with the distinctions among regional variations of the language defined by country
names. Clearly, this may not be an optimal label set for speakers. Where L1 labels were not
provided – in Switchboard, for example – we used “English” as the default.
Age was indicated by the year in which the speaker was born. In the IViE corpus, age
was consistently set to 1982, although some of the speakers may have been born in 1983 or
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Name Description Speaker Labels
ABI Speech samples from 14 regions Speaker Region
of England, Ireland and





IViE Speech from 9 regions of Speaker Region
England and Ireland composed
of read statements, and
questions as well as semi-
spontaneous and an interactive
map task.
LRE15 Various monologues and Speaker Country
dialogues of speakers from one Native Language
region speaking a language.
Switchboard Spontaneous telephone Gender
conversations between strangers Birth year
on a set topic. Speaker Region
Education level
Stimulus (Topic)
Table 3.3: Corpora Descriptions and Speaker Labels
1984. Where not available, we set the speaker’s year of birth to -1 (i.e. 1 BC) and ignored
all speech for the purposes of age determination. In addition to the speakers’ years of births,
we calculated the speaker’s generation as one of the set: Silent (before 1942), Baby Boom
(1942-1964), Generation X (1965-1982), Millennial (after 1982), according to the speaker’s
year of birth4 as well as the decade of the speaker’s birth: 1930s or 1980s, for example.
Since there were potential conflicts among the corpora with respect to competing labels
for education, we choose what we thought was the more reliable mapping of one to the
other; specifically, we chose number of years spent in school as the basis for values of this
demographic. We assumed that all speakers in the Switchboard corpus had a canonical
number of years in school, specifically: 11 years for speakers who did not graduate high
4In these corpora, no speaker has an age label before the “Silent” generation or after the “Millennial”
generation.
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school; 12 years for high school graduates; 16 years for university graduates and 18 years for
those with advanced degrees. For the IViE corpus, we assumed all speakers completed 10
years of school, but note that the actual number of years of schooling may be as few as 9,
depending on the time of year during which the speech samples were recorded.
Table 3.3 contains a list of the corpora and the set of labels available from each corpus.
Not listed in this table are the 36 conversations in the Switchboard corpus which contain
one or more dialogue act labels for each utterance.
We note that the objective of the task accompanying the LRE15 corpus is to predict a
combination of the speakers’ country of origin or regional dialect with high confidence in
distinguishing among the other languages in the same group. For example, a system able to
predict the differences between Polish and Russian is more valuable than one which is able
to distinguish between, for example, Russian and Iberian Spanish. The goal we describe in
this work is largely driven by overall predictive accuracy, not to assign heavier penalties for
certain kinds of errors, or conversely greater rewards for certain kinds of correct predictions.
3.6 Future Work (Additional Corpora)
We limited this work to four corpora: ABI, IViE, LRE15 and Switchboard. It may be useful
to add additional corpora and derive additional data – features and labels – in order to
extend the potential applications of this work. This could provide additional support for
an English-speaking American linguistic monoculture or may show that this finding is an
artifact of the data collection. Regardless of the outcome, this would be an interesting effort.
Here, we review some of the corpora which we did not bundle into this work.
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3.6.1 ComParE Native Language Speech Corpus 2016
The Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (ComParE), described by Schuller et al. (2016),
is part of and held jointly with the Interspeech 2016 conference. The material for the Na-
tive Language Sub-Challenge was provided by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) and
is officially called the Native Language Speech Corpus (NLSC). The full set of recordings
includes more than 64 hours of speech from 5,132 non-native speakers of English drawn
from 11 different native language backgrounds (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hindi,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Telugu, and Turkish) with approximately 450 speakers
per language representing a range of English speaking proficiencies. The spoken responses
for each speaker are 45 seconds in duration responses and were provided in the context of
the TOEFL iBT assessment of English for academic purposes.
Although we did not participate, this challenge may have been another vehicle for proving
the efficacy of our approaches. Like the PC Sub-Challenge, the work does not directly
contribute to the topics in this dissertation because its focus was on detecting linguistic
subcultures without subsequently using that determination for gain.
3.6.2 The Fisher Corpus
The Fisher corpus Cieri et al. (2004) was composed from 11,699 spontaneous telephone con-
versations between strangers on assigned daily topics from a pre-determined list, each of
which was no more than 10 minutes in length. The English-language portion of the corpus
was collected between 2002 and 2003. All the speech was transcribed through a process
called Quick Transcription (QTr), in which the transcriber made one pass through the con-
versations and were generally avoided capitalization or punctuation. This resulted in lower
quality transcription than other corpora but allowed transcribers to be more productive. In
addition to speech, some noise, disfluency and back-channel information was encoded in the
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conversation transcripts.
One of the goals of the project was to recruit speakers from a wide variety of demo-
graphic backgrounds, specifically with respect to gender, regional dialect and age, but with
some attention also paid to the speakers’ first language (L1), education levels and other
factors. Each of the speakers received labels – albeit sometimes blank or erroneous – for
these demographics.
Figure 3.6: Native Language (L1) of Fisher speakers not reporting English L1
We determined the following demographics for the set of speakers in Fisher: Of the 11,971
speakers, 56.81% female, 43.19% male. Note that this number contradicts the Cierci et al.
(2004). Gender information was also placed in labels for each conversation, and we found
that the speaker’s gender label was not matched to the conversation label in 1017 cases,
which was 8.69% of the conversations.
The speakers were overwhelmingly (91.3%) native English speakers5. Of those who re-
5In this number, we include speakers who report their native language as British English and Jamaican,
both of which we regard as regional English variants.
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ported a single native language other than English, Figure 3.6 shows that most were Spanish,
Chinese6, Russian or Hindi speakers.
The speakers in the Fisher corpus were also labeled for the country or state in the USA
where they were raised. Similarly to native language, this was dominated by speakers from
a few states in the USA such as California, New York, Pennsylvania and Texas. Some
speakers did not have appropriate location labels or were missing location labels entirely.
For those with interpretable locations, Figure 3.7 shows the locations of speakers and the
relative volume of speakers from the location.
Figure 3.7: Locations for speakers in the Fisher corpus
6Speakers reported “Chinese” as a language, though they did not report any specific dialect. We also see
44 speakers report “Cantonese” as a specific Chinese dialect.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented four corpora to be used in the experiments: Accents of the
British Isles (ABI), Intonation Variations in English (IViE), 2015 NIST Language Recogni-
tion Evaluation Plan (LRE15) and Switchboard. The LRE15 corpus is drawn from different
languages and language groups, used to ballpark performance. Two of the corpora (ABI
and IViE) are drawn from the United Kingdom – England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland –
however, some of the speakers have ethnic roots in the Caribbean or South Asia. These
two corpora have demographic labels only for the gender and region of the speaker. Finally,
the Switchboard corpus speakers are exclusively from the United States. It does have an
extensive set of demographic labels for speakers’ ages, education levels, genders and region
in the United States. In subsequent areas, we detail how these corpora are used, including
the features extracted, the models constructed.
Chapter 4
Linguistic Subcultures
In this chapter, we outline a number of research questions around linguistic subcultures,
speaker groups based on shared sociological demographics. We define experiments designed
to find these linguistic subcultures based on the given demographic labels of the corpora
from the previous chapter. Finally, we present the results of these experiments and explore
some of the implications of those results and how they answer the research questions.
4.1 Introduction
The identification of linguistic subcultures is an important portion of this work. For the
classification algorithms, these linguistic subcultures are based on the corpus-specific la-
bels available for the speakers or utterances. In addition, we experiment with clustering
algorithms and compare their efficacy against the same labels. Because these labels vary
according to the corpus, We describe the results for each corpus separately.
We start by discussing the findings from the LRE15 corpus because it is different from
the others in labels and experiment sets. With the remaining corpora, we first examine
the IViE corpus because, as the smallest corpus used, it was the one which we used for
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tuning the algorithms used for classification and clustering. The ABI and Switchboard
corpora findings end the examination of the results. At the end of this section, we discuss
potential implications for the set of corpora and therefore for the determination of linguistic
subcultures as a whole.
4.2 Research Questions
This work seeks to address a number of research questions, enumerated below in no particular
order.
1. How effective is Accent Identification? Under the guise of several names, a
number of studies have examined the problem of Accent Identification (AID). These
alternate names include “Dialect Identification” (DID) and “Language Identification”
(LID). These systems share much more than the differences in names belie, including
that they operate on speech. We may distinguish among these by examining the
variations in the data on which the systems are operated. For example, the goal of
LID systems is to classify the language being spoken, with the assumption that the
data are generated from native (L1) speakers. DID systems assume that the speech
is generated from L1 speakers of a single, geographically-distributed language, and
the goal is to classify the region from which the speakers originate. The term AID is
sometimes conflated with DID, but it could easily be taken to mean that the data are
generated from non-native speakers of a language – i.e. L2 speakers – and the goal is to
classify the country or region of origin. We examine AID systems by exploring various
kinds of data and associated labels, signals, features and algorithmic approaches. Many
of these have been used in other work, but some of these are individually or collectively
novel. Finally, we examine the efficacy of models based on regional differences with
those based on other demographic differences, specifically: age, education and gender.
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2. Can we use clustering? Typically, AID, DID and LID systems have employed one or
more classification algorithms as their tools of choice. Three of the criticisms we may
bring to bear against classification is that: a) we must have some a priori knowledge
of the speakers’ demographics; b) there is a potential penalty for failing to identify a
speaker’s demographic group, such as the (perhaps slight) difference between regional
accents from Manhattan and from Brooklyn; and c) participants misrepresent their
demographics, as we have seen in other studies, such as Brizan et al. (2015) and as we
know from listening to transcripts from the corpora used in this work, and participants
may take on a register which does not match their demographics. Another tool from
the machine learning arsenal, clustering, may be at least equally useful in determining
the group or groups to which a speaker belongs. In fact, clustering may be more useful
and powerful because it generally casts aside speaker labels and only considers how
closely aligned two data points are to each other. We want to examine how effective
clustering is at identifying groups of differing demography and what the implication is
for NLU systems.
4.3 Methodology
From each corpus, we identified a number of speakers and their corresponding utterances in
files for one of three sets: training, test and development, targeting approximately 70%, 15%
and 15% respectively. In the first phase of our system implementations, we trained on the
utterances from the training set and used the development set to tune system parameters. In
the second phase of system implementations, we generally trained on the utterances in the
training set and tested on the test sets. We constructed each set so speaker was represented
in more than one of these sets. In addition, where the expected utterances were expected to
be identical – for example, if the speakers were asked to read or repeat a phrase – we ensured
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there was no overlap between the training set and the set used for testing or development.
The issue of identical stimuli is applicable only to the ABI and IViE corpora.
We implemented a number of classification systems for identification of linguistic subcul-
tures. The details of these classification systems follow in this section. These systems were
trained on the demographic labels provided by the training set and are expected to produce
one hypothesis per utterance for the test set.
Toward answering our research questions, we are concerned with the effectiveness of
identifying the varied demographics which could contribute to placing a speaker in a linguistic
subculture. To that end, we created a number of oracle classifiers, each of which describes a
unique demographic label to a speaker based on how that speaker is identified in the corpus
in question. The label values are described in the previous chapter. For example, the oracle
classifier for the region demographic labels each speaker according to region. We created five
such oracle classifiers, one for each of: Birth Year1, Education, Gender, L1 (native language)
and Region. Where a corpus is missing values for these demographic labels, we supplied a
default value, such as “0,” “N/A,” or “UNK” which was different from the other values of
that demographic label. We begin the implementation by comparing the oracle classifiers
against our systems and producing one or more scores for the accuracy of the system against
the oracle classifier.
For the task of identifying linguistic subcultures, we extracted two sets of signals, we
processed the signals into feature sets and we explored using those feature sets on different
architectures. In this section, we describe each of the signals, each of the feature sets, each
of the architectures and the specific combinations we used to predict Linguistic Subcultures.
Additionally, we recorded the (wall clock) time required to extract features and to produce
hypotheses from those features. The system on which the features were generated was a
1Where available, we use birth year as a target label. In addition, we experiment with aggregates of birth
year by generation and by decade. Details are provided in subsequent sections.
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12-processor server, each processor being an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5930K CPU running at
3.50GHz, with a total of 14GB of RAM. While the server was performing the tasks described
here, it was employed to run other unrelated tasks simultaneously. We provide these metrics
with the caveat that wall clock timing is very unstable. These times are extremely sensitive to
even minor changes in architectures and load. Differences of less than an order of magnitude
are likely insignificant. Comparisons between systems based on these numbers should be
performed with this in mind.
4.3.1 Signals to Features
We used two types of signals: MFCCs and phone hypotheses. The signals are described in
this section, along with the features we extracted from those signals.
We employed MFCCs as one of the signals for some of our systems. The mel-frequency
cepstrum (MFC) is a representation of the short-term power spectrum of a sound based on a
linear cosine transform of a log power spectrum on a nonlinear mel scale of frequency. This
procedure is described in detail by Xu et al. (2004) and Sahidullah and Saha (2012). Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are coefficients that collectively make up an MFC.
They are derived from a type of cepstral representation of the audio clip. In the MFC,
the frequency bands are equally spaced on the mel scale, which approximates the human
auditory system’s response more closely than the linearly-spaced frequency bands used in
the normal cepstrum.
We used OpenSMILE, as described by Eyben et al. (2010), to extract core MFCC values.
We modified an OpenSMILE MFCC configuration to output CSV files and executed this
against the ABI and IViE corpora2. The wall clock timing associated with the extraction of
this signal is shown in Table 4.1. Alternately, for some experiments, we used librosa (McFee
2This configuration failed to run against the Switchboard corpus because the headers of the input WAV
files are unreadable by OpenSMILE, likely because the original SPH files were converted to WAV files and
this process did not create the required header information.
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et al., 2015) to extract MFCCs. In these cases, the MFCCs were used in a pipeline so that the
output feature values were stored in the system RAM and not placed in secondary storage.
This was run against one processor on a 3.50GHz system 12-way Intel(R) Core(TM) system
with 131GB of RAM.
For the LRE15 corpus, we also extracted MFCCs using the Alize toolkit as described in
Larcher et al. (2013). This is a typical first step in determination of i-vectors. For Alize,
we report signal extraction time in combination with model construction and prediction
subsequently.





In addition to the MFCCs, we used phone hypotheses as the source signal for some feature
sets. Phone hypotheses are the sounds of the acoustic realisations over time with respect
to a language. As such, the hypotheses are generated from models trained on one or more
specific languages.
Chen et al. (2010) claim that phone recognizers fail to capture acoustic differences across
dialects, such as the retroflex /d/ common in Indian dialects of English. The “marry-merry-
Mary merger” is an example: though most speakers of Standard American English hear these
different words as homophones, some speakers in New England produce a distinct sound for
each Dinkin (2005). This distinction would be “inaudible” to a model or system built on
Standard American English dialects; however, other languages, and perhaps other dialects
of English, may be sensitive to the distinction and therefore unable to detect the linguistic
subculture from which the sounds are produced. To account for this we extracted phone
hypotheses in multiple languages to tease out pronunciation differences among dialects.
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We used the phnrec tool as described in Schwarz et al. (2006) to extract phone hypothe-
ses in Czech, English, Hungarian and Russian. The wall clock timing associated with the
extraction of this feature is shown in Table 4.1. This was run against one processor (of 12)
on a 3.50GHz system 12-way Intel(R) Core(TM) with 131GB of RAM.
4.3.2 Feature Sets
As input to our models for detecting linguistic subcultures, we employed feature sets drawn
from categories of low-level signals (MFCCs) as well as feature sets drawn from phonotactic
signals (phone hypotheses). The specific implementations of these feature categories are
described in this section.
Low-level Features
This low-level system, hereinafter referred to as emobase for the challenge from which it was
drawn, used approximately 6,373 “low-level” features as described by the Interspeech 2013
ComParE Challenge (Schuller et al., 2013), extracted with OpenSMILE (Eyben et al., 2013)
using the baseline challenge configuration. Some examples of the low-level system features
include pitch (fundamental frequency), intensity (energy), duration and voice quality (jitter,
shimmer, and harmonics-to-noise ratio). As such, this is a superset and derivation of the
MFCC features described above.
Phonotactic Features
We employed three major phonotactic features. In order of increasing numbers of features
generated by the feature sets, these are:
1. Phonemic inventory features, a novel feature set
2. Parallel phone recognition and language modeling (PRLM), a common feature set
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3. Phonetic variation, a lightweight version of discriminative phonotactics (Biadsy et al.,
2010)
The hypothesis underlying all the phonotactic approaches is that linguistic subcultures may
be differentiated by their phones. As such, a phone recognizer such as the phnrec tool
developed in Brno University of Technology (Schwarz et al., 2006) may be employed to
determine the different phones used by speaker groups.
The phonemic inventory feature set was designed by Michelle Morales specifically for
the LRE15 shared challenge. It starts with the presumption that the specific realizations of
phones are not as important as the phone categories. Our implementation of this system
uses 196 phoneme-based features drawn from output of the phnrec tool. Specific features are
detailed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Phonemic Inventory Features.
Feature Class Feature Detail / Example
Inventory Vowels Unique number of vowels
Consonants Unique number of consonants
C/V Ratio Consonant to vowel ratio
C-Type Ratio Frequency by consonant type
Duration Mean Mean duration per phone
Max Maximum duration per phone
Min Minimum duration per phone
Stdev Standard deviation of duration per phone
Variance Duration variance per phone
C-Type Dur. Mean duration per consonant type
Confidence Avg Mean confidence score per phone
C-Type Con. Mean confidence score per consonant type
For consonant types (C-Type) features, we tagged each consonant phone according to
the following: affricates, fricatives, glottal stops, sonorants, and stops. These consonant
types were determined using the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA),
a machine-readable phonetic alphabet Wells (1995).
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In addition to the conversion from source to signals required for determining phones, the
phonemic inventory system groups the phone hypotheses into a final set of features which
are submitted to a classifier. In our implementation, the phone hypotheses are written to
secondary storage and later read by the final-stage feature extractor. Once extracted, the
features on the training set are used to build a model, and this model is used to predict the
labels on the test set. The wall clock timing associated with the second stage and beyond
vary by corpus. These timings appear in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Mean Model Phonemic Inventory Timing.
Corpus Extraction Model Prediction
Time (hh:mm:ss) Construction
ABI 00:00:49 00:00:01 00:00:00
IViE 00:00:37 00:00:00 00:00:00
Switchboard 37:04:17 00:07:10 00:02:23
The PRLM approach (Biadsy et al., 2009; Koller et al., 2010; Zissman, 1996) is a pipeline
which starts with individual (vowel and consonant) phone recognition (PR) from an acoustic
signal. During training, the output of this recognition is used to build an n-gram (language)
model (LM) which captures the phonotactic probability distributions of the language or
dialect. During testing, the output is used to compare against known labels, the most
likely of which becomes the hypothesis for the label of the language or dialect. PRLM has
an effective variant in which multiple parallel phone recognition systems, each trained on
different languages or dialects, are used in parallel, with the output hypotheses of those
systems combined with a classifier for final prediction (Biadsy et al., 2009).
Chen et al. (2010) claims that phone recognizers fail to capture acoustic differences across
dialects. The pronunciation of the word “towel” in Indian English is one example. (The claim
is that the pronunciation is indistinguishable from the word “tall” because the /w/ phone is
dropped when in the middle of a word.) In effect, this difference manifests itself as fewer of
these phones uttered detected when placed in this context. The number or – in our models
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– the rates of phones may be used as features.
Rather than relying on a trained phone recognizer to capture the potential differences
among homophones in a linguistic subculture, we may instead rely on a system to capture
the differences in pitch, energy, voice quality or other measures which can be described
by the low-level features described above. This is the motivation behind the approach of
discriminative phonotactics (Biadsy et al., 2010), which describes the instances of the phones
produced by a speaker with a GMMs.
Inspired by discriminative phonotactics, this system used MFCC vectors (“raw”), their
deltas (“delta”) and their double deltas (“double-delta”) as derived by OpenSMILE (Eyben
et al., 2013). For each set of phoneme hypotheses as derived by the phnrec tool as described
above, the raw, delta and double-delta for MFCC vectors were determined and the following
calculations were extracted as a total of 195 features:
• Min: Minimum for each MFCC[0..12] vectors
• Max: Maximum for each MFCC[0..12] vectors
• Mean: Mean for each MFCC[0..12] vectors
• Variance: Variance for each MFCC[0..12] vectors
• Stdev: Standard deviation for each MFCC[0..12] vectors
Note that, while this system draws inspiration from discriminative phonotactics, the output
features are not the same. Specifically, the output of this system was designed for faster and
less computationally-intensive calculation with a possible trade-off in accuracy.
We used the phnrec tool, described by Schwarz et al. (2006), for extraction of phone
hypotheses in all three phonotactic systems. We employed the models provided by the tool,
which is trained on the four languages (Czech, English, Hungarian and Russian). Table 4.4
shows the wall clock timing associated with feature extraction using the phnrec tool.
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4.3.3 Algorithms and Approaches
We employed a number of well-studied approaches for creating models, including i-vectors,
traditional machine learning algorithms and deep learning systems, for determination of
linguistic subcultures. These algorithms are discussed briefly in this section, along with the
specific implementations and values of tuning parameters. The approaches and algorithms
were used against the different corpora as described in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Approaches and Algorithms Employed.
ABI, IViE LRE15 Switchboard
Histograms AdaBoost on phones SVC on MFCCs AdaBoost on phones
MLP on phones SVC on phones MLP on phones
k-NN on phones i-vectors on MFCCs k-NN on phones
RF on phones RF on phones
SVC on phones SVC on phones
Phonotactics – SVC on triphones –
SVC on functionals
i-vectors MFCC-based MFCC-based –
Phone Clusters DBSCAN on phones – DBSCAN on phones
k-Means on phones k-Means on phones
Mean Shift on phones Mean Shift on phones
LSTM (DNN) LSTM on MFCCs – LSTM on MFCCs
The i-vector system is a pipeline originally designed for speaker diarisation. It has subse-
quently been used to model and predict speaker groups, including speaker regions and gen-
ders. The pipeline includes a number of steps. These steps, in order, are: (MFCC) feature
extraction; construction of a Universal Background Model (UBM); construction of a Gaus-
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sian Mixture Model (GMM); clustering the input, usually with the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm; finally, prediction of test vectors. We used Alize (Bonastre et al., 2005) as
our i-vector system.
Most algorithms we used are classifiers which attach a discrete label to each of the speech
samples. These algorithms were implemented as part of the Weka toolkit, described by Hall
et al. (2009), or as part of scikit-learn, described by Pedregosa et al. (2011).
For the ABI, IViE and Switchboard corpora, the classification algorithms we employed
are: AdaBoost, k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN or kNN), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Classifier (SVC or SVM) and a Neural Network Classifier – Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
We determined the optimal algorithm parameters by training on the train material of the
IViE corpus or on the Switchboard corpus and comparing results of different parameters
on the development material of the same corpus. Where there were ties in performance,
we selected the set of parameters which required less computation – a smaller number of
trees, for example. When testing, we used the optimal parameter values determined for the
Switchboard corpus for prediction on the test material of the same corpus. We also used
the optimal parameter values for the Support Vector classifier when testing the ABI corpus.
For all other algorithms on the ABI corpus and for all algorithms on the IViE corpus, we
used the optimal parameter values determined for the IViE corpus for prediction on the test
material.
The AdaBoost classifier, created by Freund and Schapire (1997), constructs a confeder-
ated set of weak classifiers, always a decision tree in the implementation we used, over a
data set. For tuning the AdaBoost classifier, we used the scikit-learn toolkit and varied the
number of estimators (weak classifiers) between 10 and 90, and we varied the exponent of
the learning rate between -4 and 3 – i.e between 1.0−4 and 1.03. The results of this tuning
are shown as Figure 4.1. The optimal parameters were: estimators = 27 and learning rate
= 1.01.
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Figure 4.1: Results of tuning AdaBoost Classifier on IViE and Switchboard.
The k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) algorithm is a non-parametric method which takes the
k closest training examples in a feature space to determine a hypothesis for an unseen test
instance. For tuning the k-NN classifier, we varied the number of Neighbours, k, from 5 to
90, finding the optimal value of k as 78. The results of tuning the k-NN classifier are shown
in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Results of tuning k-NN Classifier on IViE and Switchboard.
We used an artificial neural network classifier, implemented in the scikit-learn toolkit
as the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier. We varied a number of parameters in the
network, specifically: the activation type (identity, logistic, relu and tanh), the solver (adam,
lbfgs, sgd), the learning rate, “alpha” (between 10−6 and 100), the number of training epochs
(1000, 5000 and 10,000) and the shape of the network. we experimented with 11 network
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shapes, with hidden layers as follows:
• (0) : no hidden layers
• (10) : a single hidden layer with 10 nodes
• (10, 10) : a small two-layer network
• (100, 100) : a medium-sized two-layer network
• (1000, 1000) : a large two-layer network
• (100, 100, 100) : a three-layer network
• (1000, 100, 10) : a three-layer autoencoder-inspired network
• (100, 100, 10, 10) : a four-layer network
• (100, 100, 10, 100) : a four-layer autoencoder-inspired network
• (100, 100, 100, 100) : a four-layer network
• (1000, 1000, 10, 1000) : a large four-layer autoencoder-inspired network
As with the other algorithms, we determined the optimal values for parameters by training
on the train material for the IViE corpus and testing on the dev material, finding that the
optimal of the networks we trained was the bottleneck configuration for hidden layers (100,
100, 10, 100) using the Adam solver, TanH activation trained for 1000 iterations with alpha
= 1.
The Random Forest classifier is a confederation of decision trees constructed by ran-
domly considering (or ignoring) certain features and instances during the individual tree’s
construction. It was designed as described in (Breiman, 2001) and Ho (1995) in response
to classifiers such as decision trees and others which tend to overfit the data. We tuned by
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varying the estimators (decision trees) from 5 to 200 in increments of 5 and by switching the
criterion from gini to entropy for each of the estimators. To overcome the stochastic nature
of the algorithm, we executed the implementation by training on the training material and
testing on the development material of the IViE corpus a total of five (5) times and recorded
the mean accuracy as the overall result for establishing tuned parameters. The results of
tuning this are shown in Figure 4.3. The optimal value for estimators is 200 using the gini
criterion.
Figure 4.3: Results of tuning Random Forest Classifier on IViE and Switchboard.
The Support Vector Classifier is a classifier, invented and described by Cortes and Vapnik
(1995), which calculates a separating hyperplane between classes. Oftentimes a hyperplane
can only be established based on certain kernels which define non-linear shapes for the hyper-
planes. Where a hyperplane cannot be established given a kernel, the classifier maintains a
“budget” for errors, represented by c, a budget for errors. The results of tuning the Support
Vector Classifier on the IViE corpus are shown in Figure 4.4. To find the optimal param-
eters, we varied the exponent of c from 10−6 for kernels: linear, poly, RBF and Sigmoid.
While the optimal values are c = 101 on a linear kernel, this configuration is intractable for
large corpora such as Switchboard. For Switchboard and ABI, we tuned on the Switchboard
corpus in the same manner as we tuned on the IViE corpus and determined the optimal
tractable value as c = 10−5 using the poly kernel.
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Figure 4.4: Results of tuning Support Vector Classifier on IViE and Switchboard.
Given the hyperparameters we tested, the performance differences for the Support Vector
classifier when tested against the Switchboard corpus is difficult to see at the same scale given
in Figure 4.4. The performance difference, which is visible in Figure 4.5, shows that the poly
kernel running with C = 10−5 performed the best. At values of C larger than 10−2, the
support vector classifier failed to give results after executing for 500 hours. We deemed
these the classifier with those hyperparameter values to be intractable and ended the search
for optimal values. We used the values of poly kernel running with C = 10−5 for tests on
the ABI and Switchboard corpora.
Finally, we experimented with a contemporary deep neural network, specifically a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The LSTM was created by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
(1997). Generally, an artificial neural network (ANN) allows for the use the entire set
of features, not a statistical description of segments as we do with most of the algorithms
listed above. This could lead to an algorithm’s inability to find or exploit important changes
in the voices of the participants. The use of any ANN allows the possible discovery of small
but telling changes. For this, we use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) because of their
ability to model time series directly3. Finally, we settle on an LSTM – a specific type of
3One popular alternative to an RNN is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNNs model time series
by convoluting (overlapping) the input stream, along the lines of the “n” used in n-gram language modeling.
Each node in an RNN may be more complex, but the designer does not need to determine an optimal
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Figure 4.5: Detailed results of tuning Support Vector Classifier Switchboard.
RNN – because of its proven ability to remember important features and to train relatively
quickly, according to Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997).
We used the PyTorch toolkit for the implementation of LSTM networks for these exper-
iments. In order to determine an optimised set of hyperparameters and architectures, we
trained several models on the training portion of the IViE corpus and tested these models
on the development portion of the corpus. The targets for these models were gender (“male”
vs. “female”) and region, with the goal of creating a general-purpose classifier capable of
operating on all corpora and across all demographic labels. We used librosa (McFee et al.,
2015) in order to create a dynamic pipeline for extracting 40 MFCC features for the LSTM.
The data were padded to the length of the longest speech sample in the corpus. (For IViE,
this was 2939 frames.)
Results for these tuning experiments are shown in Table 4.6. We finally settled on
convolution size, and the required network architecture is simpler.
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an LSTM with two 128-node hidden LSTM layers and two 128-node hidden dropout layers,
each layer with dropout probability set at 0.5. Interestingly, higher model performances were
achieved with architecture changes as well as changes to the input. The final configurations
are available at https://github.com/dbrizan/CALS.
Table 4.6: LSTM Tuning Outcomes.
Architecture Configurations Gender Region
Accuracy Accuracy
5-node LSTM (2 layers) 300 epochs 0.3145 –
5-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.5
learning rate = 0.0001
5-node LSTM (2 layers) 300 epochs 0.4050 –
5-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.25
learning rate = 0.0001
5-node LSTM (2 layers) 3000 epochs 0.4231 0.2250
5-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.5
learning rate = 0.0001
128-node LSTM (2 layers) 300 epochs 0.4570 –
128-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.25
learning rate = 0.0001
128-node LSTM (2 layers) 300 epochs 0.5430 –
128-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.5
128-node LSTM (2 layers) 300 epochs 0.5500 0.2901
128-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.75
Stacked MFCC vector
128-node LSTM (4 layers) 300 epochs – 0.2780
128-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.5
Stacked MFCC vector
128-node LSTM (6 layers) 300 epochs – 0.2841
128-node Dropout (2 layers) p(dropout) = 0.5
Stacked MFCC vector
Finally, in addition to the classification systems described above, we experimented with
a number of clustering algorithms, specifically: DBSCAN, k-Means and mean shift. Because
clustering systems may generate groupings greater than the number of possible labels, we
need a method to determine the performance. For this, we use v-measure.
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According to Rosenberg and Hirschberg (2007), a v-measure score can be used to measure
the performance of a cluster when cluster assignments are known or, in this case, when labels
are present. We determined the baseline performance of a clustering system by randomly
assigning observations (utterances) to clusters randomly and calculating the resulting v-
measure score.
DBSCAN, created by and described in Ester et al. (1996), is a density-based algorithm
which clusters observations according to their proximity to a configurable distance, epsilon,
from other observations. A cluster is formed when there are at least minPoints other
observations within distance epsilon and a cluster grows if an observation is within epsilon
distance from an existing cluster. WE provided multiple values for the parameters; for
epsilon, we varied the coefficients from 10−5 to 105; and for minPoints 3 to 30. To calculate
the performance of DBSCAN on the IViE corpus, we determined the v-measure score by
executing DBSCAN as implemented in scikit-learn and comparing the resulting clusters
against known labels. The results consistently failed to recreate the baseline score. As a
result, we did not proceed with experiments using any implementation of the DBSCAN
algorithm.
We also experimented with one of the simplest clustering algorithms, k-means, for forming
clusters. In k-means, a set of cluster centroids is randomly assigned in the feature space.
Observations are assigned to their nearest cluster centroid and the locations of the centroids
are re-calculated based on the mean of the observations in the cluster to convergence. We
varied the number of centroids, k, from the minimum number of classes (eg. 9 – one for each
region in IViE) to 372, which is the maximum allowed by the scikit-learn implementation.
Similar to DBSCAN, mean shift is a clustering algorithm sensitive to density. According
to Fukunaga and Hostetler (1975), the algorithm determines the mode of a dense region and
establishes that area as the centroid of a cluster. Observations within a certain distance
of a centroid are attracted to the cluster defined by the centroid. We used the mean shift
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algorithm as implemented in scikit-learn with default parameters.
Finally, we experimented with spectral clustering on the IViE corpus, generating 9, 10
and 11 clusters for the 9 labeled regions. The spectral clustering algorithm effectively per-
forms dimensionality reduction by considering the eigenvalues of a similarity matrix of the
observations. The spectral clustering algorithm was originally proposed by Shi and Malik
(2000) as a solution to image processing problems. In using this algorithm, our hypothesis is
that this form of clustering could make distinctions among speech observations if treated as
a visual problem. We used the scikit-learn implementation of spectral clustering with default
values other than the number of clusters to form and limited our experiments to fewer than
12 clusters because we found larger numbers of clusters to be effectively intractable.
4.3.4 Baselines for Performance
For each label on each corpus, we establish a baseline performance for accuracy or, conversely,
for error. These baselines are established by the fraction of instances in the majority for a
label.
The ABI and IViE corpora only have labels for gender and region, and these labels are
intentionally balanced. Because of the 9 regions in IViE, the baseline is 0.1111. For ABI’s
14 regions, the baseline is 0.0714.
For the Switchboard corpus, we determined the baseline for each demographic based by
dividing the speech samples into utterances according to the transcripts of the conversations.
We attached the value of the label of the speaker to each of the 34,166 utterances in the
corpus and calculated the distributions for regions (based on the state in the U.S.A.), genders
and educational attainment. These are shown in Figure 4.6. The baseline for each of
the demographics is the majority label of the demographic. Specifically, the baseline for
the region demographic is 0.2946, based on the most populous label (South Midland); for
gender 0.5562 (males); and for educational attainment 0.5691 (attained Bachelor’s degree /
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university graduate).
Figure 4.6: Distributions of the labels of utterances in the Switchboard Corpus
4.4 Findings
For each of the experiments listed above, we present the results. We present these results
by corpus.
4.4.1 Findings on the LRE15 corpus
The speech samples in the LRE15 corpus contained values for a combination of country and
language or dialect. The labels were collected into groups of languages or dialects such as
Iberian Spanish, Caribbean Spanish, South American Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese,
which were found to be commonly confused. We experimented with a total of five sys-
tems: four systems which used a support vector classifier, albeit over different feature sets
(MFCC histograms, phonemic inventory histograms, triphone-based phonotactic histograms
and functionals over phone hypotheses); and one system which used i-vectors.
The results of the experiments are summarised in Figure 4.7. This figure shows the
accuracy on the 20-way classification of languages on the dev material. The figure also
shows the relative speed of the classification on log scale, with the system depending on
the phonemic inventory features generating the speediest prediction and the i-vector system
taking the longest to produce a prediction.
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Figure 4.7: Classification Prediction and Speed of LRE15 Corpus.
Because the task of this corpus involves distinguishing languages from each other, this
task is relatively easy. Although the LRE15 corpus contains many dialects – Arabic, Chinese,
English and Spanish, for example – this task is made easier by a few facts. Most prominently,
with two exceptions (China and the Arabic world), the labels are generated from speakers
who do not share a country or, as we have defined it, a linguistic subculture. Secondly,
although the classifications involve many similar-sounding languages, many of the labels
(Polish and Russian, for example) are for different languages. These results show that all
systems can generate predictions with high accuracy, which is not surprising. The results also
show an apparent relationship between speed and accuracy, with slower systems generally
generating higher prediction accuracy.
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4.4.2 Findings on the IViE corpus
On the IViE corpus, we conducted experiments to determine region and gender, the two
demographics for which labels were provided. We detail the results of these experiments
here. We group these findings according to the types of classifiers we used (statistical ML
classifiers and an LSTM classifier). We also detail the results for a clustering algorithm and
compare to the results above.
Region Experiments
For each speech sample, we conducted five experiments to classify the speaker’s region from
among the nine regions defined by the IViE corpus, one for each of the classification algo-
rithms: AdaBoost, k-NN, Random Forest, neural network (MLP) and support vector. The
results of the experiments are summarised in Figure 4.8. On this figure is also the baseline
performance for prediction, which represents a random assignment of observations to the
regions. The results of random algorithms such as Random Forest were executed multiple
times and the results averaged in order to determine an overall performance score.
For the IViE corpus, we used phonemic inventory features to predict region. The baseline
performance is 0.1111. All the algorithms we used in this experiment showed performance
above baseline. At 0.2742 accuracy, the results of these experiments show that the Random
Forest algorithm exhibited the best performance in predicting the speakers’ regions. The
Support Vector, MLP and k-NN classifiers all exhibited comparable performance. While the
experiment with the AdaBoost classifier yielded the worst results of this set, the results were
clearly above the random baseline.
The results of the LSTM classifier were wholly better, but did not produce a single stable
outcome. After three executions, each run for 3000 epochs, the mean accuracy for region
labels was 0.5098. (Individual results were: 0.4819, 0.5113 and 0.5362.) These results were
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Figure 4.8: Classification Prediction of IViE Regions.
lower with fewer epochs of training – for example, 0.4804 for 100 epochs. Either of these
shows performances approximately twice as good as the traditional classification algorithms
above.
In addition to the classification experiments, we conducted three partially or wholly
successful experiments using the clustering algorithms described in the previous chapter: k-
Means, spectral clustering and mean shift clustering. As with the classification experiments,
these clustering algorithms were conducted on phonemic inventory histogram features. We
determined a random baseline for comparing the performance of each algorithm, where
applicable, assuming a yield of a number of clusters. Figure 4.9 provides a summary of
the results used for tuning the clustering algorithms for a reasonably well-performing set of
parameters. Note that spectral clustering produced only three results, shown in yellow, and
may be difficult to discern from the baseline, indicted in red.
We note that this figure, contrary to the implication, shows that the mean shift algorithm
was executed once and produced one set of cluster hypotheses using default parameters. The
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Figure 4.9: Clustering Prediction of IViE Regions.
yield for the mean shift algorithm was 19 cluster hypotheses, with the majority (89.24%) of
observations belonging to one cluster. We also note that the results of random algorithms
such as k-Means were executed multiple times and the results averaged in order to determine
an overall performance score on the training material.
Table 4.7: v-Measure Score on the IViE Test Set.
Algorithm Configuration v-measure Score
k-Means k = 370 0.3359
Mean Shift Default 0.1051
RF Best 0.1540
Classifier Mean Best 0.1396
The results of the clustering experiments on the IViE corpus in Table 4.7 show that the
three successful experiment sets (k-Means, mean shift and spectral clustering) yield perfor-
mance at or above baseline. Experiments with the mean shift algorithm showed performance
about double the random baseline. And while the spectral clustering results proved to be
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intractable beyond a very small number of clusters, the performance began slightly above
baseline performance and increased promisingly. The performance of the k-Means experi-
ments are the most interesting for their number and their trend. Having varied the number
of regions from 9 to 372 for k-Means, we find that this algorithm tended to generate increas-
ing performance as the number of clusters increases, starting with approximately double
baseline performance for the number of clusters (9) equal to the number of regions. Even
given some “elbows” in performance at clusters = 15, 65 and 108 – the last equal to the
number of speakers – the overall increasing trend appears to hold. This trend may be most
impressive because the speakers across regions were asked to recite s static stimulus.
It may be unfair to compare the results of clustering to classification because of the
different metrics used (accuracy vs. v-measure score). Nevertheless, we generated v-measure
scores for the classification algorithms in order to compare the two approaches. The mean
v-measure score of the five classifiers is 0.1396. The best v-measure score for the classifiers
was, unsurprisingly, the one which generated the highest classification accuracy: Random
Forest. At 0.1540, the Random Forest classifier outperformed all clustering algorithms where
9 cluster hypotheses were generated. However, with k-means, we were able to configure the
number of clusters in order to generate a higher overall v-measure score, 0.3359, which far
exceeded any single classifier score, including the most accurate.
Unfortunately, because of the large number of clusters and instances being tested along
with the stochastic nature of the k-Means algorithm, it is difficult to determine what this
algorithm has done to achieve its high performance score. In an effort to understand how
clusters are formed, we generated a heat map of clusters against the ground truth labels for
region for one run of an experiment. The heat map appears as Figure 4.10, with clusters
on the vertical axis, ground truth regions along the horizontal axis and intensity – integers
ranging from 0 to 4 – representing the number of instances for the region in the cluster.
This heat map is clearly a sparse matrix: most of the clusters for any region (or regions for
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Figure 4.10: Heat Map of IViE Regions.
any cluster) have a value of “0.” We also observe several obvious clustering errors, wherein
many clusters span across two or more regions. Despite these errors, each region is defined
by a unique-looking band of cluster assignments.
We find that some clusters are strongly identified with one or two regions. For example,
the topmost cluster in the Liverpool region has no other regional association. There are
several such examples in this result. Likewise, some clusters share a small number of regions.
For example, the topmost cluster in the Dublin region shares a cluster with the Bradford
region. Due to the instability of the cluster-to-region assignments, we are cautious in drawing
any conclusions lest they be shown to be spurious, but we are hopeful that this indicates
in lieu of classification, clustering around speech or timing patterns unique may reveal a
“fingerprint” unique to a region.
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Gender Experiments
In addition to seeking accuracy on region labels, we examined the ability of the classification
algorithms to determine gender. Gender classification based on speech features has a long
history of being accurate. See Zeng et al. (2006), for example. We conducted one experiment
for gender classification using an LSTM classifier. The mean accuracy of gender classification
was 0.8771 after 3000 epochs of training. This figure represents the mean accuracy result of
three testing experiments, the results of which were accuracies of: 0.8846, 0.862 and 0.8846.)
This result represents more than a 7% absolute improvement over the same classifier given
only 100 epochs of training, for which the mean accuracy was 0.8054.
4.4.3 Findings on the ABI corpus
As with the IViE corpus, the findings on the ABI corpus are divided into classifications on
region and on gender. We present both findings in this section.
Region Experiments
For each speech sample, we conducted five experiments to classify the speaker’s region from
among the 14 regions defined by the ABI corpus, one for each of the classification algorithms:
AdaBoost, k-NN, Random Forest, neural network (MLP) and support vector, along with one
for the PyTorch LSTM DNN. For the latter, we were most interested in the degree to which
a DNN which was customised on one dataset could be used to detect regional variation in on
unseen corpus. Therefore, hyperparameter values for the LSTM network were carried over
from the experiments on the IViE corpus4. The results of the experiments are summarised in
Figure 4.11. On this figure is also the baseline performance for prediction, which represents
a random assignment of observations to the regions.
4To be clear: while the hyperparameter values were determined from the experiments on the IViE corpus,
the training material was exclusively derived from the ABI corpus.
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Figure 4.11: Classification Prediction of ABI Regions.
For the ABI corpus, we used phonemic inventory features to predict region. The baseline
performance is 0.0714. We used the parameters determined to be optimal by tuning on the
IViE corpus described in the previous section. All the algorithms we used in this experiment
showed performance above baseline. At 0.1657 accuracy, the results of these experiments
show that the Support Vector algorithm exhibited the based performance in predicting the
speakers’ regions. The k-NN, Random Forest and MLP algorithms all exhibited comparable
performance. While the experiment with the AdaBoost classifier yielded the worst results
of this set, the results were clearly above the random baseline.
Like with the IViE corpus, we ran experiments to determine the performance of the
LSTM classifier on the region labels of the ABI corpus. This LSTM was optimised on the
IViE corpus but trained and executed against the ABI corpus. The accuracy of this classifier
was 0.0774, just above the baseline of 0.0714.
In addition to the classification experiments, we conducted two wholly successful experi-
ments using the clustering algorithms described in the previous chapter: k-Means and mean
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shift clustering. As with the classification experiments, these clustering algorithms were con-
ducted on phonemic inventory histogram features. For k-Means, we relied on the parameters
set by optimising on the IViE corpus. For the mean shift algorithm, we used the defaults as
implemented in scikit-learn. The results are shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: v-Measure Score on the ABI Test Set.
Algorithm Configuration v-measure Score
k-Means k = 370 0.2583
Mean Shift Default 0.0714
Support Vector C=1; kernel=poly 0.1114
Classifier Mean – 0.0950
As with the experiments on the IViE corpus, we use Table 4.7 to compare results be-
tween the best classifier (support vector) and the mean classifier to k-Means and mean shift,
unfair as it may be. We find that the k-Means algorithm outperforms all other algorithms.
Conversely, the mean shift algorithm underperforms the others.
As with the clusters generated by the k-Means algorithm on the IViE corpus, the large
number of clusters on the ABI corpus makes analysis difficult. We generated a heat map of
clusters against the ground truth labels for the regions in the ABI corpus. This heat map
appears as Figure 4.12, with clusters along the vertical axis and ground truth regions along
the horizontal axis. The population of each cell is shown by intensity of colour – integers in
the range 0 to 7.
We provide this heat map with the caveat that it was generated for one execution of the
k-Means algorithm. By its nature, the algorithm may not produce identical results when
executed additional times.
An investigation of the heat map for the ABI corpus shows how the k-Means algorithm
achieved its results. While the heat map is also a sparse matrix with obvious clustering
errors, each region can be represented by a unique set of clusters. This is also similar to the
previously-generated heat map. Unlike that one, however, this heat map for the ABI corpus
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Figure 4.12: Heat Map of ABI Regions.
additionally infers the relative distribution of speakers: fewer speakers from the Lowestoft
and Truro regions, for example, in the test material.
Gender Experiments
The LSTM classifier was employed to predict gender on the ABI corpus. It showed mean
accuracy of 0.7996 across three trials. As with trials on the IViE corpus, the results for each
trial varied. Specifically, the accuracies were as follows: 0.7917, 0.7798 and 0.8274. These
are lower than the same on the IViE corpus, perhaps due to the wider variation in age of
the participants in this corpus.
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4.4.4 Findings on the Switchboard corpus
The Switchboard corpus contained a larger number of demographic labels, so more experi-
ments were possible. In this section, we detail the results of experiments to predict labels
on region, gender, education and age based on the year the participant was born. Age is
divided into year, decade and generation. Detailed results for all experiments follow.
Region Experiments
For each utterance, we conducted five experiments to classify the speaker’s region from
among the nine regions defined by the Switchboard corpus, one for each of the classification
algorithms: AdaBoost, k-NN, Random Forest, neural network (MLP) and support vector,
along with one for the PyTorch LSTM DNN. For the latter, we were most interested in the
degree to which a DNN which was customised on one dataset could be used to detect regional
variation in on unseen corpus. Therefore, hyperparameter values for the LSTM network were
carried over from the experiments on the IViE corpus5. The results of the experiments are
summarised in Figure 4.13. Note that the origin’s accuracy is 0.25. On this figure is also
the baseline performance for prediction, which represents the fraction of the majority region
for the corpus: the South Midland region, which includes Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma.
The results of random algorithms such as Random Forest were executed multiple times and
the results averaged in order to determine an overall performance score.
As explained in Section 4.3.4, the baseline performance is 0.2946. Two of the algorithms
we used in this experiment failed to achieve baseline performance, specifically k-NN and
Random Forest. The remaining three (AdaBoost, MLP and support vector) showed perfor-
mance just barely above the baseline. Interestingly, the performance of the AdaBoost and
MLP classifiers – the weakest of those on the IViE corpus – are among those showing the
5To be clear: while the hyperparameter values were determined from the experiments on the IViE corpus,
the training material was exclusively derived from the Switchboard corpus.
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Figure 4.13: Classification Prediction of Switchboard Regions.
strongest performance on the Switchboard corpus.
For the Switchboard corpus, we used phonemic inventory features to predict region. Each
of the algorithms was tuned to the Switchboard corpus as described in Section 3.5.3, and we
used only the optimal parameters as indicated by the experimental results. A summary of
the results of this tuning is shown in Figure 4.14.
The region classification include a PyTorch implementation of a long short-term memory
(LSTM) deep neural network. This implementation was executed unchanged from the IViE
experiments; in other words, it used the optimisations from that experiment, largely the
tuning of MFCC filters. Unlike with the experiment against the IViE corpus, this one
yielded the worst performance of any classifier tested, well below the baseline score. The
clear implication is that the LSTM classifier draws its advantages heavily from the input
features.
In addition to the classification experiments, we conducted two wholly successful experi-
ments using clustering algorithms described in the previous chapter: k-Means and mean shift
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Figure 4.14: Tuning Experimental Results Switchboard Regions.
clustering. As with the classification experiments, these clustering algorithms were executed
on phonemic inventory histogram features. We determined a random baseline for compar-
ing the performance of each algorithm, where applicable, assuming a yield of a number of
clusters. The results of the clustering experiments on the Switchboard corpus in Table 4.9
shows the v-measure score of both clustering algorithms on this corpus; for comparison, we
also list the v-measure score of the best-performing classification algorithm on this corpus,
k-NN and the mean v-measure score of all classification algorithms. (The k-NN algorithm
gave the best v-measure score and the best accuracy.)
Table 4.9: v-Measure Score on the Switchboard Test Set.
Algorithm Configuration v-measure Score
k-Means k = 370 0.0389
Mean Shift Default 0.0774
k-NN k = 89 0.0332
Classifier Mean – 0.0011
Unlike with the clustering experiments for IViE and ABI, the results of k-Means ex-
periments failed to match the baseline performance or to generate v-measure scores well
exceeding those of the best classifier we used. On the other hand, the mean shift algorithm
generated results well above the baseline v-measure score and the scores of classification algo-
rithms. It is possible that the interim results from the tuning experiments belied this result.
As seen in Figure 4.15, the performance of k-Means only matches the baseline performance
when k > 35. Additionally, unlike what we see with the same tuning results on the IViE
corpus, the v-measure score has more of a linear relationship with the number of clusters.
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Again, as with the comparable chart for IViE, the mean shift algorithm was executed once
against the development material without tuning for optimal performance. In contradiction
to the suggestion of the chart, mean shift produced 1128 clusters.
Figure 4.15: Clustering Prediction of Switchboard Regions.
Unfortunately, because of the large number of clusters and instances being tested along
with the stochastic nature of the k-Means algorithm, it is difficult to determine what this
algorithm has done to achieve its performance score. In an effort to understand how clusters
are formed, we generated a heat map of clusters against the ground truth labels for region
for one run of an experiment. The heat map appears as Figure 4.16, with clusters on the
vertical axis, ground truth regions along the horizontal axis and intensity – integers ranging
from 0 to over 400 – representing the number of speech instances for the region in the cluster.
This heat map is clearly a sparse matrix: most of the clusters for any region (or regions for
any cluster) have a value of “0.” We also observe several obvious clustering errors, wherein
many clusters span across two or more regions. Despite these errors – as with the heat map
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Figure 4.16: Heat Map of Switchboard Regions.
for IViE – each region is defined by a unique-looking band of cluster assignments.
Unlike the one for IViE, this heat map for the Switchboard corpus shows a number of
clusters with relatively few instances, suggesting the model is possibly overfitting, perhaps to
short phrases such as the verbal acknowledgements common in spontaneous conversations.
Further evidence for this appears in the overlap between the most populous region, the South
Midland, and the presence in the clusters6.
The distinct “fingerprints” which we see in the heat map for the IViE corpus are absent
here. We believe this may show that the model is specialising to particular words rather
than to regions. If so, this would be unsurprising, given the feature set of phones. It is
possible that n-phone features based on duration would have better discriminatory power
for regional clustering.
6We also see a similar distribution for smaller numbers of clusters.
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Education, Gender and Age Experiments
Switchboard contains a number of other interesting labels, including speakers’ ages, genders,
and discrete levels of educational attainment. We conducted experiments to predict each
of these using the phonemic inventory feature set and a subset of the classification and
algorithms used to predict the speakers’ regions. The results are shown in three figures, with
the baseline performance indicated by red dotted lines. Baseline performance is defined by
the fraction of speakers in the majority class. For Educational Level, see Figure 4.17. For
this, three models (kNN, DNN and SVC) are able to achieve baseline performance. Results
for the prediction of speaker gender is shown in Figure 4.18. Here, all systems are able to
meet or exceed the baseline. The PyTorch LSTM model to predict gender deserves special
mention here since it outperforms all others. For age, Figure 4.19 shows that no model
achieves the baseline performance.
Figure 4.17: Prediction of Education Level in the Switchboard corpus.
In addition to the labels provided by the Switchboard corpus, we calculated a pseudo-
generation for each of the speakers in the corpus according to the decade in which the
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Figure 4.18: Prediction of Gender in the Switchboard corpus.
Figure 4.19: Prediction of Birth Year in the Switchboard corpus.
speaker was born. For example, for speakers reporting being born between 1960 and 1969, we
assigned the label “1960s.” Figure 4.20 contains the results of this decade-based generation
using the same classification algorithms employed for the prediction of regions. The baseline
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is set to the class with the majority label, 1960s, which contains 0.3536 of the speakers.
Figure 4.20: Prediction of Switchboard Generation by Decade.
The results show performance above baseline for all classifiers on decade-based generation
labels. With an accuracy of 0.5329, the highest-performing classifier was support vector.
While the AdaBoost classifier yielded the lowest performance in this set, 0.5105, even these
results were clearly above the baseline.
4.4.5 Overall Findings of Linguistic Subculture Experiments
In an overall summary of the results, we find that the features and approaches we use are
able to make distinctions among languages with high accuracy. Among the regional dialects
of the islands of the United Kingdom, the distinction is still pronounced, albeit weaker. In
the American corpus, linguistic variation based on regions is harder to determine; however,
there are phonetic distinctions based on the ages of the speakers.
The results from the LRE15 corpus show that all systems are able to distinguish among
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many languages and among some dialects (specifically: Arabic, Chinese7 and English). The
results we see are in line with other state-of-the-art systems. There appears to be a trend
toward speed vs. accuracy: faster systems are less accurate.
Some of the systems described in the LRE15 section of the previous chapter were executed
against the test set defined by the authors of the corpus. These results are not directly
comparable because the findings were reported with a metric, Cllravg in order to reward larger
hypothesis hypotheses among languages in the same family. This stands in contrast to the
metric we used, prediction accuracy, which only rewards the highest-scoring hypotheses.
One interesting admission (in personal conversation among several parties) from those re-
sponsible for assembling the corpus is that some of the speech samples contained variations in
the collection protocols. In practice, this variation, officially a “channel variation,” impacted
the accuracy of some systems, particularly those which used i-vectors. The hypersensitivity
of systems based on i-vectors was unique among the ones we examined; the phonotactic sys-
tems showed consistent performance when executed against the same language, even across
different recording conditions.
The results from the ABI and IViE corpora show that the speakers from the British
Islands exhibit strong linguistic subcultures based on regional differences. Unsurprisingly,
these regional differences are harder to distinguish by the systems we built. It is possible
that systems such as the ones built for LRE15 would be able to show higher performance.
The results from the experiments on the Switchboard corpus suggest that there are
different linguistic subcultures, but these differences are based on the ages of the speakers
more than on their regions. Being familiar with stereotypical accents from popular culture,
we find the mediocre performance of our systems in determining regional accents surprising.
The easiest explanation is that the features we use do not align to the labels. There may be
evidence for such a mismatch in the results, which have a v-measure score which is an order
7An argument can be made that the four “dialects” of Chinese are really different languages.
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of magnitude lower than the comparable results on the ABI and IViE corpora. However,
the surprisingly good result of region prediction using the mean shift clustering algorithm
along with the result of decade-based generation suggests other effects may contribute to
this difference.
There are a number of alternate possible explanations: that Americans have a linguistic
monoculture; or that the labels are incorrect. There is support for both of these explanations
in the data and in sociolinguistic work.
Longmore (2007) and Milroy (2000), among others, examine the history of American
English and conclude that there has been a tendency toward standard pronunciation for
all states and regions. This linguistic assimilation started in the country’s colonial history
and continues to this day. They contrast this with English as it is spoken in the England,
which belies more regional or class differences. While this stands in contrast to our own
bias toward stereotypes of regional dialects, the difficulty of our systems to find differences
among American regions may be explained by the speakers’ desires to assimilate in order to
be understood.
The labels used by the Switchboard corpus may also be incorrect or inappropriate for
describing the linguistic subcultures of the speakers. One speaker in conversation 3517,
identified as being from the South Midland (Texas, Louisiana or Oklahoma) admits to having
lived there for five years prior to the conversation and having origins in Boston:
sw3517A-ms98-a-0003 4.897750 8.467000 i’m in Dallas Texas what about yourself
sw3517A-ms98-a-0004 8.467000 9.712000 [silence]
sw3517A-ms98-a-0005 9.712000 10.943500 okay [noise]
sw3517A-ms98-a-0006 10.943500 15.161500 [silence]
sw3517A-ms98-a-0007 15.161500 16.317625 uh-huh
sw3517A-ms98-a-0008 16.317625 19.198375 [silence]
sw3517A-ms98-a-0009 19.198375 23.011625 no i’ve lived here for almost five years
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now
sw3517A-ms98-a-0010 23.011625 29.742125 and i’m a uh before that i was at
school in Rochester New York and i’m originally from Boston
Since our systems depend on these, possibly incorrect, labels in determining the perfor-
mance of the classification and clustering algorithms, it is possible that some of the perfor-
mance could be explained this way.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we describe our experiments to determine linguistic subcultures based on
classification using various dialect ID / language ID / accent ID systems. These linguis-
tic subcultures are determined by labels of speakers in several corpora, each with varying
distances between linguistic subcultures. These systems include: a state-of-the-art deep neu-
ral system using long short-term memory (LSTM); an i-vector system; several well-studied
classification systems; one novel system (“phone variation”); and one system (“phonemic
inventory”) which uses a novel feature set. Moreover, we experiment with clustering as an
alternative to the classification systems.
Our experiments show that each dialect ID system has a unique level of effectiveness
against different data and labels. Generally, we see that all systems were highly effective
when distinguishing languages, and the more accurate systems – deep networks and i-vectors,
for example – are unsurprisingly more effective than older systems. We see that clustering
may be an effective alternative to classification, leading to smaller individual models with
state-of-the-art or higher overall performance.
Generally, gender appears to be the easiest demographic to predict, followed by region.
We met with less success when predicting a speaker’s education and specific year born. One
surprising outcome we see in the data and results is that models based on speakers of similar
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ages may indicate an under-exploited linguistic subculture. In this case, we grouped speakers
by decade of reported birth. Alternative groupings may be useful and should be examined.
Chapter 5
Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) describes a system which can translate an acoustic
signal of spoken words to text (Varile et al., 1997). This area is also known as speech recog-
nition (SR) or as speech to text (STT). Lately, one only need to point to a smart phone
to describe a compelling use case for ASR. Historically, there have been many applications
for automatic speech recognition including data entry, described in Pallett (1985), financial
transactions and information retrieval, described by Reynolds and Rose (1995). More impor-
tantly, of course, it is a critical step to many SLU tasks. Automatic speech recognition has
a few variants based chiefly on the expected input of the speaker, including: speaking mode
(isolated words vs. continuous speech), speaking style (broadcast speech, read speech, meet-
ing speech, conversational and spontaneous speech and others) (NIST, 2009) and vocabulary
size (small through large).
5.1 Introduction
Our experiments can be considered LVCSR (large vocabulary, continuous speech recogni-
tion). For this work we use Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011), which is an open source speech
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recognition toolkit with Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and deep neural network (DNN)
acoustic model implementations. We focus on the GMM implementation for this work.
Many speech recognition systems, including Kaldi, are built from three components: a Fea-
ture Extractor, an Acoustic Modeler and a Decoder. The Feature Extractor converts an
acoustic signal into a vector of features representing the signal. Popular representations are
Critical Band Energies (CRBE), and Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) (Tuske
et al., 2014). The Acoustic Modeler converts this representation into a sequence of phone
hypotheses. Finally, the Decoder takes the phone sequences, along with the Language Model
and Pronunciation Model derived during training, to produce word hypotheses.
5.2 Research Questions
This portion of the work seeks to address one research question:
1. Can Linguistic Subcultures improve performance of Automatic Speech Recog-
nition systems?
Other work has shown that identification of speaker regions may improve the accuracy
of Automatic Speech Recognition systems. Some of these systems – for example Na-
jafian et al. (2014b), which uses the regional speech of United Kingdom and (Biadsy,
2011), which uses the regional speech of the Arabic, English and Portuguese-speaking
worlds – use pre-defined regions. We conduct additional experiments should to de-
termine whether this pattern holds across the English-speaking world for which we
have corpora. Furthermore, we conduct these experiments with some of the linguistic
subcultures identified as part of this work and detailed as a previous task.
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5.3 Methodology
For our experiments, we trained and tested on the ABI and Switchboard corpora separately.
Given the division between train (including development) and test material from the lin-
guistic subculture detection experiments, we prepared one set of data files for train and test
using the following steps, in order:
• Segmented all speech into utterances as indicated by the corpora using the pattern:
Conversation ID, Side ID (if available), and Utterance – eg. “2006B.U17.wav”.
• From the above, removed all utterances comprised exclusively of non-speech sounds
such as laughter, noise or silence.
• Created a file of the speaker IDs1 and their genders (male / female).
• Created a file mapping the utterances to the speakers.
• Created a file of transcriptions of the training material, converting all lexical items to
lower case.
• Downloaded a Switchboard pronunciation dictionary from http://www.openslr.org/resources/5/sw-
ms98-dict.text and augmented it with items missing transcriptions such as “recirc,”
based on existing entries (eg. r iy s er k). The same dictionary was used for both
training and test in order that there would be no out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms.
• Created a file with all English-language phones and silences as defined by the phnrec
tool.
1While we did not conduct ASR experiments across corpora, the speaker IDs were pre-pended with with
the corpus ID – “abi” or “switchboard”. For the ABI corpus, IDs, which we presume are the initials of the
speakers’ names were used. These were not unique across the corpus, so we pre-pended the ABI IDs with
the region.
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We used the set of files created by the procedure above to train a trigram language
model. For both corpora, we identified a number of speakers whose utterances served as
the test material. For the ABI corpus, the “gcc” files and their transcriptions as uttered by
speakers of in the test group served as the test set. For Switchboard. For the Switchboard
corpus, all the utterances of speakers in the test group became the test set. We evaluated
the performance of the systems with Word Error Rate (WER), lower numbers indicating
higher performance.
We conducted three sets of experiments. In the first set, we trained on all the training
material and tested on the entire test material. For the remaining experiments, we identified
a number of linguistic subcultures based on the speakers’ regions and (for Switchboard),
the speakers’ generations based on the decade in which they were born. In the second set
of experiments, we used an oracle classifier to train a model specific for the regional and
(for Switchboard) the generational linguistic subculture based on the labels provided by the
corpus. In the third set of experiments, we used the best-performing linguistic subculture
detector based on v-measure score to group speakers into linguistic subcultures.
5.4 Findings
For the ABI and Switchboard corpora, we conducted three experiments to determine the
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) performance using the Kaldi tool as measured by
word error rate (WER). We used an HMM approach for Kaldi for each experiment. In the
first experiment, we determined the system performance by training on the entire train ma-
terial and testing on the entire test material to produce one WER score. Defining linguistic
subculture as the region from which the speaker comes and (for Switchboard) as the “gener-
ation” in which the speaker was born, in the second experiment, we used an Oracle classifier
to create one model for each linguistic subculture. In the final experiment, we used the
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best-performing linguistic subculture detector from the section above. We used v-measure
score to determine the performance of each detector.
Table 5.1: Word Error Rate of Automatic Speech Recognition Systems.
Corpus Subculture WER
ABI none (monolithic) 0.2848
oracle region 0.2254
k-Means region 0.2615
Switchboard none (monolithic) 0.2193
oracle region 0.2171
mean shift region 0.2119
Switchboard none (monolithic) 0.2193
oracle generation 0.2075
support vector generation 0.2084
Table 5.1 lists the results of the automatic speech recognition experiments across both
corpora. In all cases, the monolithic systems show the worst performance, a rate of nearly
one error every three to four words uttered. In all cases, the performance of the system is
aided by creating region-specific or generation-specific models for speech.
The two corpora have different baseline performance scores. The Switchboard corpus
may have higher performance because, as conjectured above, Americans may tend toward
a linguistic monoculture. Conversely, the lower performance on the ABI corpus may be
attributable to the one-word or two-word utterances of the speakers: the ASR toolkit may
have been unable to take advantage of the language model in disambiguating an utterance.
5.5 Conclusion
We conducted a number of experiments on two of our corpora to determine whether we could
observe a computational advantage by segmenting our speaker population into linguistic
subcultures. We observe a small increase in performance (i.e. a decrease in word error rate).
These results are similar to what others have seen. Akin to what is shown in Biadsy (2011),
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Najafian et al. (2014a) and Najafian et al. (2014b), the increased performance is prominent
with a few linguistic subcultures and muted in others.
One interesting outcome is that the corpus of speakers from the United Kingdom appears
to show regional differences among speakers for speech recognition. (This is also shown in
Najafian et al. (2014b) and Najafian et al. (2014a), but the speakers’ stimuli were identical.)
The corpus of American speakers shows more of a generational effect. Since the British
corpora do not have labels for age, we cannot state with confidence whether this outcome
would be reproducible. Therefore, this effect should be investigated to determine whether it
is observed in the speakers from other corpora.
A further implication of this outcome is that, while we have not seen a general improve-
ment in automatic speech recognition, these approaches are definitely useful for creating
smaller models which are customised to a set of speakers. This suggests that it is possible
have speech recognition systems which are faster to train for some specific speakers.
Finally, of course, the subtlety of effect we found may be due to the fact that all speakers’
origins are from one country. When applied across speaker groups (eg. models of English
speech based on speakers from the United Kingdom vs. speakers from the United States), it
is possible that the effect may be magnified. Likewise, we expect more dramatic results when




In Noah (2017), comedian Dulce Sloan played the part of a satirical Christian God, respond-
ing to a slight in an exchange with the show’s host, Trevor Noah. Dulce Sloan’s lines are
indicated with “DS” and Trevor Noah’s with “TN” in transcript of the exchange below:
DS: I’ve had nothing to do with humans, any of y’all, basically, since the Titanic.
TN: The Titanic?
DS: Yeah, that was on me. They were bragging about it like, “God Himself
couldn’t sink this ship” and I was like, “Oh... what about these icebergs though?”
Sloan’s lines are filled with discourse markers, words which help the listener process
the exchange through conveying transitions and phrase breaks. (In this transcript, the
words “basically” and “though” are examples.) These discourse markers may also be typical
of Sloan’s linguistic subculture, that of an educated, urban, Millennial African-American
woman in a comedic role.
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of linguistic subcultures on discourse markers
using corpus analysis.
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6.1 Introduction
Discourse markers, also known as cue phrases, are a potentially interesting signal. They are
words or expressions with relatively little meaning but useful in signaling discourse planning,
hedging or backchanneling. In English, words and phrases such as actually, basically, I mean,
well may fall into this category (Hirschberg and Litman, 1993; Liu et al., 2006; Qian and Liu,
2013). We hypothesize that discourse markers will have different distributions depending on
linguistic subculture, so we may see interesting results from generating a ranking of cue
phrases by linguistic subculture.
One example of this difference comes from Wharry’s study of language in African Amer-
ican churches (Wharry, 2003). Having investigated various discourse markers in religious
speech (for example, Amen, Hallelujah, Glory) for frequency, the study finds that male
preachers tend to be more faithful to one expression while their female counterparts exhibit
more variety. Therefore, in the absence of other signals, this difference may be used to
differentiate gender.
Since it is possible that the frequency of discourse markers may be a signal for predicting
linguistic subculture, this work may be very useful if it can be extended to other corpora.
From the three dozen conversations in the Switchboard corpus which have labels for discourse
markers, we determine the frequency of use of discourse markers, the use of specific marker
types and number of marker types used by each linguistic subculture.
6.2 Research Questions
This chapter seeks to address one research question:
1. Do discourse markers show distributional effects for different linguistic sub-
cultures? We have seen that discourse marker rates are affected by gender. Anec-
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dotally, we also know that discourse markers may fall into fashion within a linguistic
subculture. We conduct data analysis experiments to determine whether differences in
discourse marker frequencies exist across different labeled demographics.
6.3 Methodology
Of the three corpora used in this work, the only one with expert labels for discourse markers
is Switchboard. In fact, the corpus contains only 36 conversations with these labels. These
conversations are used in this chapter as the data source.
Table 6.1 contains the list of all identified discourse markers and the overall rate of usage
in this portion of the corpus. The rate of usage is calculated as the number of utterances
containing the discourse marker divided by the number of utterances in this portion of
the corpus. “You know” is the most common discourse marker, seen in nearly 10% of all
utterances. Most of the discourse markers are relatively rare, appearing in fewer than 1%
of the utterances in the corpus. There are two interesting phenomena shown in this table.
Firstly, one of the discourse markers, “you # know” may indicate prosodic information such
as an emphasis on part of the phrase. Secondly, there are misspellings (“wel” – perhaps
a transcription error), whole phrases (“well that’s pretty good”) and items which may be
unusual or erroneous for inclusion as discourse marker types (“actual”).
For each discourse marker identified in Table 6.1, we examine the rates of usage for
each label in the Switchboard corpus. These labels are composed from the following (in
alphabetical order):
1. Education: High School, University, Graduate and Unknown1.
2. Gender: Male vs. Female.
1While there are additional values for education level, only these values are present in the annotated
portion of the Switchboard corpus.
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3. Region: One of nine identified regions (Mixed, New England, North Midland, Northern,
NYC, South Midland, Southern, Western, Unknown) in the United States.
4. Year born: the year in which the participant was born. This is also divided into three
“generation” values: Silent (before 1945), Baby Boomer (1945-1964) and Generation
X (after 1964).
6.4 Findings
While we only sought discourse markers from the small number of annotated conversations in
the Switchboard corpus, we found some interesting demographic differences among speakers.
Firstly, discourse markers are fairly common, occurring in the 16.87% of all utterances, and
there are relatively few types – specifically 27 – of markers to consider in this corpus. The
exhaustive list of types and the rate for each type in the corpus are listed in Table 6.1. We
proceed with the assumption that some of the instances in this table, for example wel or
actual, are transcription errors and that others, such as the pair okay and ok, may be safely
considered aliases.
Because only a few conversations were labeled for discourse markers, we required a min-
imum number of four occurrences of each marker type in the overall rate. This pruning
excluded a number of interesting marker types (“gee” and “gosh,” for example), but we
believe the resulting sets tend to describe an individual speaker’s idiolect less and the cluster
to which the speaker belongs more.
Discourse markers in the Switchboard corpus show some sensitivity to gender: the overall
rate of discourse markers in utterances is higher in males than females (18.70% vs. 14.08%
respectively), but the ranking of the specific types of markers appears to be reasonably stable
across genders. Surprisingly, the same can be said when the speakers are grouped by their
labeled regions: the relative rates of the marker types was stable across regions, but there
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was some difference in the rates at which people from different regions produced discourse
markers.
Figure 6.1: Switchboard Discourse Markers by Education
We see an interesting trend of usage of discourse markers when compared to the education
of the speaker, as shown in Figure 6.1. For high school graduates, it appears that relatively
few discourse marker types are used (specifically, in order of usage: you know, like, okay, well
and ow). However, the overall rate per utterance of usage is quite high. University graduates
utter the fewest number of markers and exhibit high variation in the choice of types. Those
with graduate degrees exhibit a pattern somewhere between the high school and university
graduates. One speaker who had no education label was also included in this sample, and
that person’s usage was somewhat anomalous, matching the university graduates in overall
rate and the high school graduates in variety.
As with educational differences, we see differences in rate and type of discourse markers
across the three generations in the Switchboard corpus, as indicated by Table 6.2. Because
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Figure 6.2: Switchboard Discourse Markers by Year of Birth
discourse marker rates and variety are somewhat analogous to the ones discovered for educa-
tion, we may in fact have uncovered a correlation between generation and education. Given
that the Generation X individuals did not have the time required to attain a university de-
gree at the time the Switchboard corpus was being collected, this is perhaps an unsurprising
correlation.
If, however, we observe the differences in the use of discourse markers depending on the
year in which the speaker was born, as shown in Figure 6.2, we find some trends. Specifically,
while some marker instances such as well and you know have always been popular, others
come into favour with younger people – anyway and like, for example – and others, such as
see and now, are used less. These results come with the caveat that some of the data points
used to generate this analysis had as few as one speaker. While the exemplar cases generally
agree with their more-populated neighbourhoods, we are cautious about these findings until
they can be supported by more data.
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6.5 Conclusion
Contrary to the findings by Wharry (2003), the usage of discourse markers in the annotated
portion of the Switchboard corpus does not appear to be affected by gender. Surprisingly,
there also appears to be no regional effect on discourse marker usage. On the other hand,
education appears to change both the number and type of discourse markers in a non-linear
fashion. The same appears to be the case for when the participant was born, whether specific
to the year born or generation to which the participant belongs.
Due to the relatively small number of both the discourse marker types and their instances
available for this portion of the corpus, this finding should be investigated on the larger
corpus to determine whether these findings hold. There has been some work on automatic
extraction of cue phrases. Two examples are Webb and Ferguson (2010), which creates
hypotheses for the larger Switchboard corpus, and Fujii et al. (2007), which operates on a
Japanese corpus. It may be interesting to use the approaches of these authors to extend
the transcription coverage of the corpora and thereby conduct more thorough studies on
linguistic subcultures.
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Table 6.1: Rates of Discourse Markers in the Annotated Portion of the Switchboard corpus.




























Table 6.2: Rates and Types of Discourse Markers by Generation.
Overall Number of
Generation Rate DM Types
Silent 0.2049 14
Baby Boomer 0.1488 20
Generation X 0.1891 11
Chapter 7
Dialogue Acts
A dialogue act is a descriptive label attached to an utterance in a natural language processing
system. In a spoken dialogue system, for example, it is used to change the state of a system
by informing, commanding, requesting or promising some action (Joty et al., 2011). Typical
dialogue acts include statements, questions and backchannels (Zimmermann et al., 2006).
The analysis of dialogue acts is rooted in the linguistic field of pragmatics, specifically the
work of John Austin and John Searle, and can be used to shine a light on the distinction
between a bona fide yes-no question (“Were you at KC’s bar on the night of July 15?”)
from a request for an action (“Is there any salt?” as a proxy for having a listener pass the
salt to the speaker) (Stolcke et al., 2000). In its practical application, this task identifies the
function or goal of an utterance in the context of a longer exchange for a system’s response
to the speech of its users (Rosset et al., 2008; Dinarelli et al., 2009).
In performing the task of dialogue act labeling, a system assigns one or more labels or
tags from a finite portion of the speaker’s input – often a grouping of input tokens – which
form a sentence-like unit (SU), in an utterance stream. For a dialogue system, these tags
correspond to the system’s capabilities (Andreani et al., 2006). The act of attaching tags has
the effect of not only distinguishing statements from questions but also, depending on choice
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of labels, determining what the users’ expectations of responses from the system should be.
As such, it is an important step toward speech understanding and is therefore a useful tool
in commercial spoken dialogue systems.
We hypothesize that dialogue acts are sensitive to linguistic subcultures based on the
findings of others. Shriberg et al. (1998) show an insignificant performance boost when
using gender as a feature in building a Dialogue Act system against the Switchboard corpus.
While their conclusion ultimately rejects any gender-based difference in the task of predicting
dialogue acts, subsequent work, such as Fletcher et al. (2002), found Australian English
speakers exhibit a quantifiable high rise in the middle of statements (“Australian questioning
intonation” or “uptalk”), which is less prevalent among non-Australian speakers, clearly
pointing to prosodic differences between linguistic subcultures in the way questions are asked;
the same work finds speaker-specific effects and distributional differences depending on the
speaker’s role in a conversation. Other work finds similar phenomena when contrasting
speakers from Belfast with speakers from other parts of the United Kingdom (Gilles and
Peters, 2004).
7.1 Introduction
Dialogue systems, sometimes called conversational agents, are systems which interact with
a human interlocuter in a coherent manner. Some of these systems are created to allow the
user to accomplish a certain task or set of tasks. The Lets Go system is one example (Raux
et al., 2003, 2005, 2006; Raux and Eskenazi, 2008). The dialogue act stands as the label
associated with the data being exchanged between the user and the system.
One set of studied examples comes from the LUNA corpus (Dinarelli et al., 2009), which
consists of hardware/software troubleshooting dialogues in Italian. The system has labels for
8 dialogue acts such as greet, offer or apology which correspond to actions the system may
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perform. In this example, a person performing a greet dialogue act will illicit a welcoming
message from the system. While the LUNA-based dialogue system is interesting because of
its simplicity and focus, we did not use this corpus because we believed there was insufficient
variety or in the speaker demographics to allow for experiments in this framework. The
“system” is also interesting because it describes a human impostor acting in lieu of an
automated spoken dialogue system in “wizard of oz” mode. This may be a practice used
commonly when building dialogue systems so that designers are able to collect a sufficiently
large corpus for further experimentation.
We use DAMSL tags on a portion of the Switchboard corpus. There are many tag sets
for dialogue acts. The Dialog Act markup in Several Layers (DAMSL) set, described by
Core and Allen (1997) and adopted by others (for example, Stolcke et al. (2000)), aims to
provide task-independent labels by using a few dozen utterance-level tags. The DAMSL
tags occurring at a rate of 5% or greater when applied to the spontaneous utterances in the
Switchboard corpus are listed in Table 2.3, along with an example for each.
We assume that the inputs to our dialogue act determination system are the transcribed
speech, the acoustic signal and, for the purposes of training and determining performance,
a subset of the DAMSL labels. We assume a number of items about the input, including:
• The transcribed speech has been separated into turns, although a speaker may have
more than one utterance per turn, ala Dinarelli et al. (2009).
• The input has been segmented into hypothesised utterances, ala Shriberg et al. (1998).
• Disfluencies, non-verbal content or other parts of the conversation deemed irrelevant
have been removed from the transcriptions, ala Bangalore et al. (2008).
• Each pruned utterance has received one hypothesis for the dialogue act based on fea-
tures extracted Ferschke et al. (2012).
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We perform the transformations to the raw DAMSL labels as described by Jurafsky
et al. (1997). Among other things, this transformation removes ambiguous speaker input
(mumbling, etc.) and collapses the label set to a discrete, un-layered number of classes; in
other words, reducing the system to a classification problem.
We place an additional constraint of using only static features on the dialogue acts la-
beling system. One assumption in the task of dialogue act labeling is that a dialogue, U
is composed of n sequential (albeit possibly overlapping) utterances, u1, u2, ..., un. In deter-
mining the dialogue act of an utterance, uj, some commercial spoken dialogue systems may
employ models which take previous utterances (ui such that i < j), labels and other features
into account but not data, labels or other features uttered after uj. In other words, they
choose not to find a globally optimal solution. Systems built in this way, which are required
to assign a label to speech without future knowledge may be seen as more credible since
they can generate real-time responses to speech. Bangalore et al. (2008) refer to the set of
current and historical features as “static” features; others as “dynamic” features.
Systems like Dinarelli et al. (2009) and including ours make distinctions between a turn
and an utterance. A turn is the speech between two or more pauses of a certain length.
The turns of one speaker are usually, but not always, uninterrupted by the interlocuter.
An utterance is the sentence-like unit (SU) which may be assign exactly one dialogue act.
The inputs to our system are the acoustic signal and the transcribed speech, segmented into
utterances, along with each utterance’s DAMSL-labeled dialogue act.
The dialogue act detection system we built has two variants: a “unified” monocultural
variant and a “confederated” one. In the unified variant, the system uses the entire training
data for performing the detection task. Each model in the confederated variant represents
a unique linguistic subculture, as discussed in the previous section. We conduct one ex-
periment for each of these variants and for each of the phases defined above, for a total of
four experiments. Speakers tested are assigned to one linguistic subcultures with the same
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features used to form the clusters. Once assigned, dialogue act tagging is performed with
only the subset of training data used to form the cluster.
We compare the effectiveness of these system variants using error rate, following Banga-
lore et al. (2008), with lower scores indicating higher performance.
7.2 Research Questions
This chapter seeks to address one research question:
1. Can Linguistic Subculture prediction be used to improve performance of
Dialogue Acts systems? Anecdotally, we may have evidence that people from dif-
ferent linguistic subcultures have different speaking styles. Here, we explore whether
there is such a difference and whether there is a computational advantage to detect-
ing linguistic subcultures in order to generate higher performance on a dialogue act
detection task.
7.3 Methodology
We used the Switchboard corpus exclusively for our dialogue act experiments. This corpus
has turn and utterance annotations for 36 of the conversations. Represented by this annota-
tion of the data are only a subset of regional speech, speaker ages (decades and generations)
and speaker educational attainment. In addition, we used the same splits for training, testing
and development material as in previous chapters. While this limits the linguistic subcul-
tures on which we can report, this allows us to compare results to the other efforts in this
work found in other chapters. The available and missing data are shown in Table X.
Table = Region: New England (1 speaker test;)
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The annotations on the Switchboard corpus have labels for speaker, turn and utterance.
Additionally, each utterance contains a DAMSL label. The example below shows the tran-
scription of one turn in conversation 2803 (file sw 0906 2803.utt) by speaker A with the final
“/” (end of statement) or “-/” (abandoned statement) marker removed.
aa A.9 utt1: Uh-huh.
sv A.9 utt2: I would think that for, like people that are just filthy, filthy rich,
This example shows the 9th turn from speaker A, indicated by the “A.9” field. This turn
contains two utterances (utt1 and utt2), each with an individual DAMSL marker. In this
case, utt1 is classified as aa (agree/accept) utterance, and utt2 is classified as sv (statement-
opinion).
A second set of “word” annotations of the Switchboard corpus contains each uttered
token in the same 36 conversations, along with the time when it was uttered. An example
of the same portion is shown below comes from a portion of that annotation (file sw2803A-
ms98aword.text):
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 53.957875 54.294875 um-hum
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 54.294875 54.702875 [silence]
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 54.702875 54.797875 i
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 54.797875 54.997875 would
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 54.997875 55.247875 think
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 55.247875 55.387875 that
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 55.387875 56.047250 for
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 56.047250 56.306750 like
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 56.306750 56.637875 people
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 56.637875 56.787875 that
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 56.787875 56.877875 are
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sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 56.877875 57.147875 just
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 57.147875 57.537375 filthy
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 57.537375 57.915875 filthy
sw2803A-ms98-a-0010 57.915875 58.398000 rich
Noting that, as above, some there were discrepancies between the two annotation files –
for example “Uh-huh” vs. “um-hum” – we wrote a script in Python to align the DAMSL-
tagged utterance annotations with the word annotations in order to extract a complete set
of linguistic and speech features. This script took the tokens from the DAMSL-tagged files,
removing the punctuation and non-speech, while converting all tokens to lowercase in order to
match the tokens to the word annotations. For each token in the DAMSL-tagged annotation
files, the script used a single parameter (“beam”) to control the number of tokens forward
the script was allowed search for the target token.
Figure 7.1: Alignment Rate vs. Beam
Defining a successful extraction of an utterance as one which correctly identifies the
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starting and ending token of an utterance, we note additionally that the differing annotations
of the first or last token of an utterance necessarily implies that an utterance cannot be time-
aligned. Certain values of the “beam” parameter resulted in more successful extractions of
utterances, with the highest-performing beam value being 7, resulting in the identification
of 40.15% of the total number of utterances. Figure 7.1 shows the alignment rate for several
values of the “beam” parameter.
Following Stolcke et al. (2000)1, we reduced the number of classes on which to perform
classification from more than 220 to 42 “major dialogue act types” by separating the com-
munication management annotation – which typically follows a caret (ˆ) character in the
dialogue act type – from the dialogue act type. Our models’ target was only the dialogue
act type.
We extracted 7 feature types (69 features) from the annotated speech from the Switch-
board corpus:
1. Previous DAMSL tag: The reduced-set DAMSL tag of the previous utterance ac-
cording to the annotation which accompanies the Switchboard corpus. The Previous
DAMSL tag for first utterance in a conversation was assigned a special symbol (BE-
GIN) so that there was no conflict with other DAMSL tags. As described above, there
were some cases in which features for utterances could not be determined due to am-
biguity of the start or end positions of the utterance. However, this did not affect the
ability of the feature extractor to determine the previous DAMSL tag.
2. Length of dialogue in turns: This discourse feature describes the length of the
conversation in turns.
3. Number of utterances per turn: This discourse feature describes how many utter-
ances – sentence-like units (SUs) – have been uttered in the current turn.
1The referenced Switchboard SWBD-DAMSL Shallow-Discourse-Function Annotation Coders Manual,
Draft 13, is now found at https://web.stanford.edu/ jurafsky/ws97/manual.august1.html
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4. POS tags: This set of lexical features describes the rates of parts-of-speech observed
in each utterance. The POS tags were extracted using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) by
tokenising the transcript of each utterance and tagging the tokenised text as a whole
(i.e. not as individual tokens). There are a total of 35 POS categories, each feature
real-valued between 0 and 1.
5. Discourse Markers: This set of lexical features is a 1-hot vector of the presence of
any discourse marker in each utterance according to the annotation which accompanies
the Switchboard corpus. The discourse markers and their distributions are described
in a previous chapter of this work. There are a total of 35 discourse markers, each one
taking the value of 0 or 1
6. Utterance Length: This prosodic feature counts the number of 10ms audio frames
in the utterance.
7. F0 contour: This prosodic feature describes the shape of the F0 speech contour of
each utterance. In order to extract this feature, MFCC vectors for each utterance were
determined using librosa (McFee et al., 2015) using default settings. Of the extracted
MFCCs, all but the F0 vector ignored. With the input (“x”) being the frame number
and target (“y”) being the F0 value at the input, we used the polyfit function in numpy
(Oliphant, 2006) to determine the best fit, varying the degree of the polynomial from
1 to 6. We determined the best fit by creating a model trained on all the utterances in
train and determining the error on all the utterances in the development material and
taking the polynomial for which the error was lowest. The results of our experiments
are shown in Figure 7.2. There are a total of 5 values for a 4-degree polynomial.
Using the features above as input and an encoded dialogue act label as the target, we
created two models based on the k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm as implemented in scikit-
learn. We trained several models using the training utterances, varying the value of k from
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Figure 7.2: Degree of Polynomial vs. Error Rate on Development material
1-100 and determined the error on the development utterances. Where development material
was not available, we used the default value of k: 3. Using a classifier with an optimal or
default value of k, we created a model by training on the utterances above and testing on
the unseen test utterances. This yielded a single error, which we took to be the error of the
classifier.
We created two types of models: a monocultural model and several for linguistic sub-
cultures. The linguistic subculture models were created from an oracle based on the labels
available for the corpus. The labels available for each segment appear in Table 7.1. We
compare these models using classification error, following Bangalore et al. (2008).
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Demographic Labels Present Labels Missing
Gender Female –
Male











Year Born 1950 (Not listed)
1962
1969
Education University Graduate No H.S. diploma
Postgraduate H.S. graduate
Unknown
Table 7.1: Target Labels in the Switchboard Corpus
7.4 Findings
Figure 7.3 contains a summary of the experiments describe above on the portion of the
Switchboard corpus annotated for dialogue acts. The overall (“monoculture rate”) error is
0.7000, shown as the black dashed line across the breadth of the chart. The performance for
the models created for specific linguistic subcultures are shown in the candlestick plot, with
the interquartile ranges shown in the boxes and the minimum and maximum scores for each
linguistic subculture shown as the top and bottom of the stick, respectively.
These outcomes show that no set of linguistic subculture divide outperforms the overall
monocultural rate. That said, one linguistic subculture (“Decade”) had a minor performance
gain in aggregate. This is demonstrated in Table 7.2. In this table of error rates, the
results for each subculture are listed along with the aggregated total given the distribution
of utterances.
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Figure 7.3: Dialogue Act Performance
These results show that some linguistic subculture models have better performance when
compared to the monocultural baseline. The highest performing – lowest error – is the New
England region. In addition, improvements are seen in models built on speakers from the
Northern and North Midland region, speakers in the Baby Boom generation, those born in
the 1950s and 1960s as well as those who earned a 4-year university degree. In aggregate,
only models for specific speaker decade showed an improvement over the baseline.
The overall results should be interpreted carefully. Firstly, the high error rate could point
to a model which is simplistic, perhaps overly so. Of course, the high error rate could also
be due to the unconstrained nature of the input. Many models for determining Dialogue
Act categories, including some described in Section 7.1, restrict the domain of conversation
in such a way that categorisation error may be more precise.
Secondly, some of the models, especially the “Year Born” models, are based on very
few speakers. These models run the risk of specialising to one speaker’s particular speech
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Aggregate Error: 0.7746 1969 0.9259
Education
University Graduate 0.6982
Aggregate Error: 0.7015 Postgraduate 0.7065
Table 7.2: Target Labels in the Switchboard Corpus
patterns – i.e. an idiolect – rather than a speech pattern common to a group with a set of
shared demographics.
Finally, these results are based on an oracle classifier rather than the more methodologi-
cally correct technique of determining the speaker’s linguistic subculture through a different
model. While this would have been an interesting additional study, the truculence associated
with the low number of speakers per linguistic subculture and the difficulty of re-predicting
the speech samples which did not align to the speech samples determined for the linguistic
subculture work described in a previous chapter. Likewise, no combinations of linguistic
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subcultures (for example, women born in the 1950s) was possible due to the small number
of speakers per subculture.
In summary, the outcome suggests that the stability of speech patterns within some
subcultures appears to be sufficiently stable that a subculture model may be provide a
computational advantage over the monocultural model. In this experiment, these subcultures
include: males, people from New England, the North Midland and the Northern U.S., as
well as people in the Baby Boomer generation, especially those born in the 1950s and those
with university degrees. At very least, these smaller models may result in speed advantages.
It would be interesting to reproduce this work on other corpora with a larger number of
speakers, perhaps in a restricted domain, to determine whether these results are possible
elsewhere.
7.5 Conclusion
The set of prosodies associated with dialogue acts may be what we think of as a dialect or
regional accent. Our experiments show that we can achieve some improvement by creating
models based on a particular linguistic subculture. While this work was insufficiently large
to draw a definitive conclusion, we do see a weak advantage when we model on a quasi-
generational difference rather than a regional one.
In creating dialogue systems and dialogue act models, what we are indeed doing is making
“natural-like systems” for general-purpose conversational agents, goals envisioned in science
fiction literature for decades. As such, the study of dialogue acts such as is found in the
Switchboard corpus is useful and should not end here. With additional annotations and labels
for linguistic subcultures, perhaps we will see additional advantages of creating models based
on these linguistic subcultures.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we conclude, discuss some potential future work indicated by this dissertation
and envision areas for improvement. Finally, we conclude by putting our work into a broader
context of natural language processing and sociolinguistics.
8.1 Summary
In this work, we hypothesise the existence of linguistic subcultures, communities of people
larger than one individual but smaller than a country or “language.” Our assumption is that
with a linguistic subculture, the language signal is sufficiently stable that a model built on
these people would yield computational advantages when described by a unique model.
Using the speech from four corpora (the Language Recognition Evaluation corpus, Into-
national Variation in English, Accents of the British Isles and the Switchboard corpus) and
their associated labels, we examined the feasibility of predicting the demographic labels for
speakers as a proxy for their linguistic subcultures. These demographic labels vary by corpus
and include country, region, gender, age and highest level of educational attainment. The
labels were largely self-reported by the speakers, although in some cases, we found evidence
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of contradictions here.
We used our systems’ predictions to create demographic-specific models for three speech
and natural language processing tasks: automatic speech recognition, detection of dialogue
acts and detection of discourse markers.
The systems we built were inspired by state-of-the-art and previously-implemented Ac-
cent ID / Dialect ID / Language ID systems to detect linguistic subcultures. Specifically, we
investigated different combinations of signals, features and algorithms. The signals fell into
one of two categories: a representation of the raw input signal (MFCC) and the phone hy-
potheses in four different languages (Czech, English, Hungarian and Russian). The features
we derived from those signals included a novel feature set proposed by Michelle Morales and
faithful implementations or variations of existing phonotactic feature sets. Finally, we used
several machine learning algorithms for determining the potential linguistic subculture of
the speaker, including classic algorithms (Random Forest, k-Nearest Neighbour, etc.), deep
neural networking and clustering.
Throughout this work, we posed five research questions. The questions are enumerated
below, with evidence-based answers and some discussion.
How effective is Accent Identification in predicting linguistic subcultures?
We find that Accent ID / Dialect ID / Language ID systems can be effective in dis-
tinguishing regional variations in language use. Our most successful system was based on
PyTorch LSTM built on MFCC features and run on and customised to the IViE corpus.
The performance of this system was approximately five times better than the baseline and
approximately twice is as good as the competitor systems we built. We also find that this
performance may not always generalise to the regional prediction of any corpus.
While Accent ID / Dialect ID / Language ID systems per se may not be useful in
detecting gender variations, gender detection may be performed by examining one portion
of the feature space and can be more than 85% effective.
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Some demographic labels, notably level of educational attainment, are not as easy to
predict from the speech signal. While the precise year of the speakers’ births are also
difficult to predict over a random baseline, determination of the decade in which a speaker
was born is also shown to be promising using techniques inspired by Accent ID / Dialect ID
/ Language ID systems.
We generally observe, unsurprisingly, that Accent ID / Dialect ID / Language ID systems
are more effective at distinguishing one language from another than at distinguishing two
dialects of the same language. Also, there appears to be a trade-off between speed and
accuracy in this task, with the more accurate systems taking longer to generate hypotheses.
Can clustering be used to determine linguistic subcultures?
In place of a classifier based on traditional machine learning algorithms and deep neural
networks, we also used a clustering algorithm, k-Means, built on a quick-to-derive phono-
tactic feature set. Despite the lack of discriminatory power of this feature set, the system
built on this clustering algorithm outperformed some classification algorithms for sufficiently
large numbers of clusters.
While deeper investigation of this outcome is required, our results show that clustering
can be a powerful tool in determining linguistic subcultures. We believe that this is an
under-explored area.
Can Linguistic Subculture prediction be used to improve performance of Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition systems?
Using Kaldi on each corpus, we trained two Automatic Speech Recognition systems:
a “unified” model based on all speech without regard to demographic labels, and several
“confederated” models based on the speech associated with the linguistic subculture for a
speaker.
We find that there is a small computational advantage in creating speech models based
on a speaker’s linguistic subculture. While the performance difference may not be large, one
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side effect is that smaller models may be created for a group of speakers. The advantage of
these smaller models may the speed at which they collectively train and the fact that the
model construction may be parallelised.
Do discourse markers show distributional effects for different linguistic sub-
cultures?
In an attempt to determine whether, for example, university graduates tend to have
similar speech patterns, we used the discourse markers from a number of conversations in
the Switchboard corpus. For each available demographic marker, we compared the extracted
discourse markers to the labels of the individual speakers.
Interestingly, our examination revealed that across all values for the gender and region
demographic labels, the discourse marker usage appeared to be similar. However, speakers
reporting graduation from a baccalaureate program tended to use fewer discourse markers
than their counterparts in other demographic groups, but the number of distinct marker
types showed the greatest variation.
Finally, the age range of the speaker appears to have some influence over the types of
discourse markers used. Or put another way, some speech such as “now” as a discourse
marker may have fallen out of favour with the Baby Boom generation and been replaced
with “like” in Generation X speakers in this corpus. Still others such as “you know” showed
consistent usage across all age ranges.
Can Linguistic Subculture prediction be used to improve performance of Di-
alogue Acts systems?
Using a custom model on an appropriately-labeled portion of the Switchboard corpus,
we trained two Dialogue Act Recognition systems: a “unified” model based on all speech
labeled for dialogue acts without regard to demographic labels, and several “confederated”
models based on the speech associated with the linguistic subculture for a speaker.
We find that there are small computational advantage in creating dialogue act detection
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models based on a speaker’s linguistic subculture. This finding is especially pronounced
for some linguistic subcultures, namely: those from the New England region, for whom the
models were especially effective. Additionally, in this corpus, models based on the decade
in which the speaker was born yielded an overall performance advantage over the “unified”
model based on all the speech from all speakers. No other demographic showed an overall
computational advantage.
As with the answer to the research question about the computation advantages of auto-
matic speech recognition systems, one side effect of this finding is that smaller, faster-to-train
models may be created and deployed.
8.2 Future Work
The approach we detail here has a number of practical applications. For example, using
techniques developed from this work, we created a submission to the ComParE 2015 PC
Sub-Challenge about the detection of Parkinson’s Condition, early detection of which may
offer a better outcome for those afflicted. Appendix A gives details of this paper. We envision
many similar conditions may be detectable. We are eager to apply these techniques to other
detection tasks.
In addition, there are a number of potential extensions of this work. Below, we discuss
adding features for clustering, we discuss combining different demographic labels, and we
envision the detection of sociolinguistic variation through the use of linguistic subculture
identification. All of these constitute additional models and labels. After this, there are a few
tasks where the identification of linguistic subcultures may yield computational advantages.
Here, we explore the use of other clustering algorithms and discuss model interpolation.
Finally, we entertain language generation with linguistic subcultures: an idea presented to
us.
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8.2.1 Models and Labels
Novel Features for Clustering
Chief among our list of items for future work is the creation of a novel feature set for
clustering. We have seen that clustering can be an effective alternative to classification.
However, the feature set we used could be sensitive to the length of the utterance in question.
It would be useful to derive a feature set which does not have this kind of sensitivity, possibly
a feature set which combines the durational features of the phonemic inventory feature set
with voice quality attributes, such as we find in the phone variation feature set. We believe
clustering around this kind of feature set can be a powerful tool in the detection of linguistic
subcultures.
Combining Demographic Labels
Almost as important is the combination of demographic labels. In this work, we used
the labels assigned to a speaker as a proxy for the linguistic subculture to which the speaker
belongs. While we have shown this this is sometimes spurious, we based our experiments
around these often self-assigned labels. At the same time, many of the divisions of speakers
by label yielded more of a computational advantage than some of the larger ones. For
example, separating speakers by decade of birth gave us better performance in dialogue act
detection than separation by gender, despite the smaller number of speakers in each pseudo-
generation cluster. While we are worried about ensuring a minimum number of speakers per
cluster in order to ensure we do not inadvertently slip into an idiolect,
Where we use demographic labels for classification, combining these labels may drive
our models to the smaller clusters which have been shown to be oftentimes computationally
useful. For example, rather than creating a class of “all people form London,” our model
may investigate additional splits based on gender, generation and education to create “all
Londoners born before World War II” or “young, college-educated Midwestern women.”
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Here, we may be inspired by the manner in which the decision tree algorithm works to split
a data set.
Sociolinguistic Variation
Ultimately, one of our objectives is the creation of a system which uncovers sociolinguistic
variation such as others have found. Wharry (2003), for example, finds a gender split in the
utterances studied. We would like to be able to determine not only that there is variation
among certain demographically-driven linguistic subcultures; we would also like to create
a system which tells us what that variation is, be it linguistic (the words uttered), voice
quality, the use of discourse markers or some other phenomenon.
In addition to the identification of linguistic subcultures, possibly based on demographic
labels, this word may require the identification of a number of possible variations of language.
As such, it probably requires collaboration with a linguist or sociologist.
8.2.2 Additional Tasks
Clearly, this work – any work like this which depends on labeled data – would benefit from
additional datasets with better and more extensive labels. Using this additional data and
labels, we hope to be able to create more effective models. Additionally, we believe that we
can extend this work with some additional models.
Hierarchical Clustering
We investigated four clustering algorithms on the four corpora: DBSCAN, k-Means,
mean shift and spectral clustering. Of these, only two (k-Means and mean shift) produced
reliably quantifiable results. However, these are hardly the only clustering algorithms. One
of the others, hierarchical clustering, showed a lot of promise in grouping speakers with sim-
ilar demographics. Figure 8.1 shows a baseline performance, the performance of k-Means,
spectral clustering and various configurations of hierarchical clustering against the IViE de-
velopment material. All of the hierarchical clustering configurations outperform the k-Means
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algorithm. While all of the configurations generated good performance, one configuration in
particular – using Manhattan distances and complete linkage – eked out performance gains
over the others.
Figure 8.1: Phonemic Inventory V-Measure Results vs. the IViE Corpus
While the hierarchical clustering algorithm generated good performance relative to k-
Means, its implementation in the scikit-learn tool made it inconvenient for predicting the
cluster membership of unseen test sets. It is possible to determine the cluster membership
given a particular configuration – complete linkage instead of average distance, which is more
akin to the approach of k-Means, for example. In future work, it would be interesting to
explore whether the hierarchical implementations in other toolkits can be used for prediction
or whether a personal implementation of this clustering approach can be employed effectively
for determining linguistic subcultures of participants.
Interpolation of Models
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One of the reasons we believe there are findings of gains when using linguistic subculture
models is that the labels for our data are inaccurate or incorrect. It could be argued that the
logical conclusion of this work substitutes a set of known faulty labels for a set of unknown
but equally faulty labels. As an example, if a confederated model such as the one we propose
is trained on data from only two English regional accents, we would expect it would be able
to decide between those two regions easily and assign a speaker to one of the two. However,
where a speaker switches rapidly between the two, where one portion of a speaker’s linguistic
subculture hybridizes or tempers another portion or worse, where the system has no training
data which matches a speaker well, we would still like to see a prediction.
We argue that one solution to this is an interpolation of models. A system may be able
to recover from a lack of training data by using multiple models and having each of the
models contribute some portion of a prediction to a final outcome. There are several well-
known algorithms which may be used as inspiration. The Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm comes to mind.
Discourse Markers
The NLTK, as described by Bird et al. (2009), contains a number of useful tools for
natural language processing. One of these is a module for automated extraction of discourse
markers from text. While this is very much in line with part of the experiments we have
conducted, we avoided using the NLTK tool for this purpose because of potential issues
around the performance of the discourse marker system. For example, it would be useful
to know the degree to which the Switchboard corpus identifies a discourse marker but the
NLTK tool failed to find it. However, this may be due to errors in the labels on the corpus.
That said, it would be interesting to quantify the performance of NLTK’s discourse
marker tool with respect to the Switchboard labels. Given good enough performance, it
would be interesting to extend the limited set of labels to the entire Switchboard corpus or
to extend to other transcribed corpora, such as Fisher. These could create a larger pool of
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data and labels to determine whether the generational phenomena around discourse markers
holds more broadly.
Speech Disfluency and Repair
Although the language of spoken utterances may have more relaxed grammars than that
of written language, some grammar still defines them (Core and Schubert, 1999; Liu et al.,
2006). Fluent speech is an uninterrupted sequence of words that follow the rules of syntax;
a disfluency, therefore, is any sequence of words which violates these (Bortfeld et al., 2001).
Disfluencies are a heterogeneous set of phenomena composed of filled and unfilled pauses,
repairs, repetitions and revisions. They are caused by delays in speech, speech planning
issues, corrected errors, attempts to “hold the floor” and requests for help with language
production from the interlocutor. The unified set of disfluencies represents between 6% and
10% of all words in spontaneous utterances (Ferreira et al., 2004) and about one-third of
all utterances (Ostendorf and Hahn, 2013). If speech processing systems are to interact
with human speakers the way other people do, these systems must handle this common
phenomenon gracefully.
Filler disfluencies are silent or vocal pauses within speech. Filler words include items
otherwise outside the lexicon (for example, ah, eh, uh, um) or may appear as cue phrases or
discourse markers (for example, actually, basically, I mean, well and others) (Liu et al., 2006;
Qian and Liu, 2013). This phenomenon is discussed in detail in another section (Dialogue
Act Detection). Work by Ostendorf and Hahn (2013) Ostendorf and Hahn (2013) considers
filled pauses “trivial” to detect, perhaps because they are simply added to a lexicon.
Repeats and revisions, collectively known as edit disfluencies, are requests by the speaker
to change to an already-delivered utterance. They generally have the form shown in (8.1).
Edit disfluencies contain three parts: the reparandum, which is the originally-delivered ut-
terance to be changed; the interruption point, shown as an asterisk, marks the end of the
original delivery and the start of the repair; finally, the repeat or revision, which may also
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be marked by an optional edit term or interregnum and the repair or correction being the
utterance to replace the reparandum (Liu et al., 2006).
< reparandum > ∗ < editterm > repair (8.1)
Complex disfluencies involve multiple stacked filled or unfilled pauses, repairs, repeats or
revisions (Ostendorf and Hahn, 2013).
Previous work suggests that each type of disfluency has a unique distribution depending
on the state or intention of the speaker (Hartsuiker and Notebaert, 2010). For example,
when the speaker knowingly addresses a system (as opposed to another human), the rate
of disfluencies drops to one-quarter the normal rate (Bortfeld et al., 2001). While their re-
search was based on the differentiation of speakers by their overall disfluency rates, Honal
and Schultz (Honal and Schultz, 2005) conducted an experiment on speaker-dependent dis-
fluency detection, with encouraging results. Bortfeld et al. (2001) suggest that disfluencies
are uttered at different rates depending on the age and gender of the speaker, with males
and older subjects uttering more fillers and repetitions. Because others find demographic
differences in disfluency production across these linguistic subcultures, we expect to see sim-
ilar differences across some linguistic subcultures. And because Honal and Schultz, a similar
system, has produced a computational advantage in disfluency processing, we expect to see
similar results. Note that we are likely not to address clinical disfluency (i.e. stuttering) as
part of this work despite the fact that it may also belie a linguistic subculture.
While the Switchboard and ABI corpora have annotated speech indicating disfluencies,
the number of instances is small (36 conversations in Switchboard) or improperly annotated
(on ABI) for this. It may not be trivial to derive a stable signal within this given data. As
such, we left this as a task for a better corpus.
Punctuation Restoration
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The output of ASR is an unannotated sequence of words. This output contains no meta-
data information. This meta-data – the speaker or identity (ala speaker diarization), where
speech is disfluent, whether the speaker is asking a question or any other indications –would
help the reader understand the speaker’s intentions.
For dialogue act detection and other semantic processing tasks such as question answering
and machine translation, as shown in Zimmerman et al. (2006) and automatic summariza-
tion, as shown in Mrozinski et al. (2006), sentence segmentation – detection of boundaries
between sentences in a stream of words – has been found to be helpful. Where the output of
an ASR system is meant for human readers, full punctuation restoration–including commas,
question marks and dashes–along with appropriate capitalization and proper formatting of
dates and numbers is very useful in Gravano et al. (2009).
Although the problem of sentence segmentation may be easier in languages like English
which have explicit word boundary markers, it is still a challenging problem due to a number
of peculiarities. One of the primary challenges is the use of abbreviations such as “D.C.” for
“District of Columbia” in the sentence The president lives in Washington, D.C. in which the
ultimate mark of abbreviation may interfere with punctuation, as described in Reynar and
Ratnaparkhi (1997). The same study also points out that sentences may be composed of
quotes, themselves containing embedded punctuation. Once a sentence boundary is found,
another challenging problem is the type of marker to assign. Gravano et al. (2009) find
that decisions which depend on long-distance calculations, such as distinguishing questions
from statements, is difficult for many classifiers. Sentence segmentation has also been found
to be a challenging problem in English text as well as other languages, partially because
multi-token lexical items (“ice cream”), contractions (“we’ll”), multi-word expressions (“kick
the bucket”) and other language phenomena make the word segmentation non-trivial, as
described in Aroonmanakun and others (2007).
While prosodic cues may be useful in this task, Grabe’s chapter in Gilles and Peters
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(2004) shows how these cues may worsen the performance on a punctuation restoration task
unless the system considers the speakers’ linguistic subcultures. In one example, the Southern
British English indicate declarative sentences with a falling intonation and common questions
with a rising intonation. Speakers in Belfast use a rising intonation for both. Of course,
this possible source of confusion may also point to stability within a linguistic subculture,
indicating that a possible computational advantage using the approach we propose.
Sentence segmentation may be treated as a classification task in which, at each word
boundary, a decision is made about whether the boundary requires a particular punctuation
symbol or not, in which case a space will be maintained at the boundary Zimmerman et al.
(2006). Like any classification problem, many features have been proven useful in making
this decision. We see features in Gravano et al. (2009), Zimmerman et al. (2006), Liu et al.
(2006) and Matusov et al. (2006) as the basis for any system we create in the future.
8.2.3 Final Thoughts
We deliberately did not include any linguistic discussions, such as definitions of what con-
stitutes a language or a dialect, what it means for a language (or dialect) to be intelligible
or a pair of languages to be mutually intelligible. These are questions for linguists.
Having spoken about this work with a number of people, we hear one idea more than
any other: can this work be used to generate text or speech in the voice of someone from
a particular subculture? For example, if a system determines that a speaker has a regional
accent, such as what is common in Glasgow, can the system generate speech in a similar
accent.
We believe this is possible. The technology for doing so may be inspired by variations in
pronunciation and timing of phones, possibly taking the context of the phones as input. For
example, the Australian accent is notorious for its hard “a” phones and non-rhotic pronunci-
ation of “r” phones. Even limiting to English-only language generation, an implementation
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is possible not only for linguistic subcultures of English but for speakers whose language is
not English.
While this is possible, to date, we have avoided taking on any such work. We wonder
about the extent to which we as speakers would be aided by hearing speech in our linguistic
subculture rather than in a central dialect. Furthermore, we imagine that some speakers
may feel that a system aims to mock them. We did not investigate whether there are studies
about this, and we are loathe to begin such a project without an examination of these
considerations.
Appendix A
The ComParE 2015 PC
Sub-Challenge
In one practical application of the techniques from this dissertation, we present the ComParE
2015 PC Sub-Challenge. This work was performed jointly with (at the time) Ph.D. students
from the Department of Computer Science: Guozhen An, Hernisa Kacorri, Min Ma, Ali
Raza Syed, with Ph.D. students from Department of Linguistics: Michelle Morales and
Rachel Rakov, along with Professor Andrew Rosenberg. Our paper appears as An et al.
(2015) in the Interspeech 2015 conference.
This appendix describes the submission to the Parkinson’s Condition sub-challenge of the
Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (ComParE) 2015. The work on this project does
not directly contribute to the topics in this dissertation because its focus is on detecting
speakers from one linguistic subculture without subsequently using that determination for
future gain; however the work provides some details of the tools and methods we have used,
along with some adaptations to the task.
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A.1 Background
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive, neurodegenerative disease affecting millions of
people globally: about 1% of people over the age of 65 Orozco-Arroyave et al. (2014), with
12 to 15 cases per 100,000 people in Europe and the United States. These rates increase
with age and change with gender, ethnicity and possibly with socioeconomic factors Gordon
et al. (2015). Most people affected by PD present difficulties exhibit so-called “TRAP”
sensorimotor symptoms: tremors while at rest, rigidity, akinesia (impairment of voluntary
motor control), and postural instability Jankovic (2008), i.e. lack of balance. Some of these
TRAP symptoms may lead to speech problems or speech dysfunction. In addition to these
symptoms, the disease has also been shown to be responsible for a number of neurological
and psychological symptoms such as changes in sleep patterns, loss of emotional well being,
cognition, visual and spatial deficits, as well as changes in perception Barnett-Cowan et al.
(2010).
As participants in the Parkinson’s Condition sub-challenge, we were provided with a
corpus of 2,562 examples of speech drawn from 100 Spanish L1 speakers from Colombia:
50 control subjects with no known PD diagnosis and 50 individuals with PD. Each speech
sample appears in its own file. Additionally, we were provided with a number of baseline
acoustic features drawn from Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCCs) and “functionals”
(their deltas and double-deltas). 1,470 of the speech samples comprised the training set, 630
the development set and 462 the test set.
Each speech sample is also given a label on the on the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale (UPDRS). The UPDRS was introduced in 1987 by Fahn and Elton and still enjoys
popularity as an instrument to quantify the longitudinal effects of the disease or therapies
on patients as described by Kroonenberg et al. (2006). In associating a speech signal to
the UPDRS, Orozco-Arroyave et al. (2014) focus on 5 vowels of Spanish-speaking subjects,
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looking at a number of noise measures as well as periodicity and stability features such as
jitter. Their results support that variability of pitch is a good cue in characterizing vowels
uttered by people with PD.
A.2 Related Work
Dysarthria, speech disturbances caused by the neurological portion of the disease, has been
the focus of most research due to large percentage of PD patients it affects, as high as 90%
as described in the work of Walsh and Smith (2011). We survey a body of research which
points to a linguistic subculture of PD spanning language and dialect. This subculture is
identifiable mostly by features derived from voice quality and vowel realizations in those
with a PD diagnosis.
Scott and Caird (1983), for example, find that the main features of speech disorder of PD
patients are reduced intensity of voice, a tendency toward overall increased pitch, monotony
of speech, and an abnormal rate of speaking. Skodda et al. (2010) build on this by focusing
on the stability and duration measures applied to syllables /pa/ and /ba/. Operating under
the loss of control hypothesis, Walsh and Smith (2011) find higher rates of disfluency for
longer or more syntactically complicated utterances in mild-moderate PD subjects, with
implications for patients with more severe symptoms.
Ho et al. (1999) look at similar voice qualities predictive of PD, such as harshness, re-
duced volume, disturbed intonation, fluency inappropriate pausing, syllable repetition and
imprecise articulation resulting from lack of motor control. The study classifies speech im-
pairment in 200 patients with PD into five levels of overall impairment severity and describes
the corresponding type (voice, articulation, fluency). Most (73.5%) of the subjects in the
study demonstrate a gradual deterioration of speech features, almost always involving voice
first, before progressing to the prominent voice and articulation pattern, with the latter
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being the most severely affected.
In more recent work, Skodda et al. (2011) and Skodda et al. (2012) analyze the loss of
articulation capacity by using different measures based on 2 formants (F1 and F2) of the
voice spectrum: VAI (vowel articulation index) and tVSA (triangular vowel space area).
While much of the research is focused on the articulatory difficulties exhibited by PD
patients, Lieberman et al. (1992) find significant correlation between an increase in syntactic
errors on a language assessment task and voice onset time (VOT) errors on a single-word
production task. Errors in comprehension of syntax are measured by the Rhode Island Test
of Sentence Comprehension (RITLS).
Our hypothesis is that the PD linguistic subculture may be identifiable by the techniques
we put forward in this proposal. The detail of how we test this hypothesis appears in the
subsequent section.
A.3 Methodology
The corpus was divided into three sets (training, development and test) by the organizers. We
attempted to recreate the baseline experiments. After this, we augmented the baseline with
our own features. Two of the feature sets (phonotactic and i-vector) are to be re-purposed
for this proposal; hence their appearance in this section.
We often find it useful to recreate a baseline result for a challenge so that we are assured
that our changes are reproducible and consistent. This experiment, however, used a version of
software (OpenSMILE as described by Eyben et al. (2010), version 2.1) which was unavailable
to us because it was in pre-release. Additionally, the configuration for OpenSMILE used by
the challengers was not made available. Instead, we used a similar configuration by the same
challengers for detecting speech pathology, a similar task, from 2012, three years earlier as
described by Schuller et al. (2012). We performed four-fold cross-validation on the training
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set and established this as our new baseline.
To this baseline we added the following features. Each set is described and added to the
baseline from above.
• Syllable-level Features: We detected the pseudosyllable regions based on the the
Villing envelope based approach Villing et al. (2004) as implemented in AuToBI Rosen-
berg (2010), and derived a number of features for each utterance, including total num-
ber of syllables and total duration of syllable regions.
• Low-level Descriptor (LLD) Features: We added a number of features from a
similar challenge.
• Formant Features: Using PRAAT, we extracted F1 and F2 features for each ut-
terance as a proxy for the movement of speech articulators since they are reportedly
affected by PD.
• Phonotactic Features: we extracted the monophones, biphones and triphones in
Czech, English, Hungarian and Russian for each speech sample.
• Select i-vector Features: We extracted 10 i-vectors and performed feature selection
to whittle this number down to 5 new features.
• Stacked LDA Transform Features: We extracted a higher-dimensional i-vector
(200) followed by Probabilistic Latent Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) post-processing
and Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) post-processing steps.
We tested feature sets in three ways:
1. Four-fold cross validation on the training set
2. Train-and-test using the train=training set and test=development set
3. Train-and-test using the train=training set and test=test set
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Experiment Spearman Change
Baseline (BF) 0.6093 –
Syllable + BF 0.6104 +0.0011
LLD + BF 0.6586 +0.0493
F1 Formant + BF 0.5042 -0.1051
F2 Formant + BF 0.5040 -0.1053
Phonotactic + BF 0.6739 +0.0646
i-vector + BF 0.6104 +0.0011
Stacked LDA + BF 0.6369 +0.0300
Syllable, LLD + BF 0.6594 +0.0418
Select i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.6607 +0.0501
Stacked LDA, Select i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.6937 +0.0844
All features + BF 0.7088 +0.0995
Table A.1: Training Set: PC Sub-Challenge Cross-Validated Training Results
A.4 Results
For all experiments, we report results as a Spearman correlation coefficient. For the first
phase of experiments, four-fold cross validation on the training set, the results appear in
Table A.1. The table has three sections: the baseline, the effect of adding a single feature
set to the baseline and the effect of adding multiple feature sets to the baseline.
While the results show that the two formant features (F1 Formant and F2 Formant)
have a detrimental effect on the baseline, all other feature sets have a positive effect. The
phonotactic feature set makes the largest single positive contribution, with the LLD Features
and Stacked LDA features contributing with the same order of magnitude. We excluded the
two formant feature sets from further consideration.
However, the results for the train-and-test using the development set showed something
different. These results appear in Table A.2.
With the exception of the phonotactic feature set, the results are more or less consistent
with the four-fold cross-validation experiments. The LLD features yielded an increase in
system performance, but the effect was slightly weaker. We attributed the surprising decrease
from the phonotacic features to the differences in the experimental methodology. The four-
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Experiment Spearman Change
Baseline (BF) 0.5076
Syllable + BF 0.5083 +0.0007
LLD + BF 0.5139 +0.0063
Phonotactic + BF 0.4808 -0.0268
i-vector + BF 0.5086 +0.0010
Stacked LDA + BF 0.5207 +0.0131
Syllable, LLD + BF 0.5140 +0.0064
i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.5150 +0.0074
Stacked LDA + i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.5258 +0.0182
All features + BF 0.5051 -0.0025
Table A.2: Training Set: PC Sub-Challenge Development Set Results
Experiment Spearman Change
CUNY Baseline (BF) 0.2605
LLD + BF 0.2739 +0.0134
Syllable, LLD + BF 0.2739 +0.0134
i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.2761 +0.0156
Stacked LDA, i-vector, Syllable, LLD + BF 0.2608 +0.0003
Table A.3: Training Set: PC Sub-Challenge Test Set Results
fold cross validation experiments were conducted so that it was possible to overlap speakers
across folds. This was not the case in this second set of experiments. We therefore inferred
that the phonotactic feature set was able to identify individual speakers.
We had a limited number of trials for the final set of experiments, so we looked largely
at combinations of systems to determine whether the above results held. Upon inspection
of Table A.3, we found they largely did.
A.5 Discussion
As part of a limited-time challenge, this effort largely becomes one a speed-accuracy trade-
off. This led us to place too large a burden on our machine learning tools. For example,
while Skodda et al. (2011) Skodda et al. (2010) report diagnostic success when focusing on
a limited number of syllables, we found that some of the speech samples did not contain the
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syllables in question. (In one example, the speech sample Mi casa tiene tres cuartos does
not contain any instances of the /pa/ or /ba/ syllables.) Since we were not able to extract
certain signals consistently, we made a decision to extract all syllables to see whether there
was a correspondence between PD and the observed syllables. Our overgeneralized approach
was not successful for the Formant features, so it may have been useful to cull these to the
narrower sets shown useful by the work of others.
In the same vein, the two i-vector approaches were only useful after they were manipulated
with our two post-processing methods: feature selection and Stacked LDA Transforms. Not
described in the submission was the addition of 10 and 20 raw i-vector features. These
produced no increase in system performance, sometimes having a detrimental effect.
Clearly, the phonotactic set of features carried a signal useful in one set of experiments.
Equally clear is how the feature set did not generalise to the set of all speakers. Anecdotal
evidence pointed to the possibility of adjacent repetition of vowel sounds as an indicator of
severity in PD. However, we extracted all phones, not limiting ourselves to vowel sounds.
It is possible that the phonotactic feature set would have benefited from culling or post-
processing, similar to what was done for the i-vector sets.
In relating this pilot to the general case of linguistic subcultures, we find that more careful
processing of phonotactic and i-vector features is required to generalize the feature set to
generate a useful signal on which our proposed approaches may be performed. Specifically,
we believe culling phonotactic features, numbering as high as in the hundreds of thousands,
to a smaller set of exemplars would not only have more descriptive power but would also
create a more tractable computation. We also believe that i-vector features should be made
subject to several types of post-processing as suggested by Shum et al. Shum (2011), for
example.
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